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Just over a year ago, the Canadian election came to a close and Justin 
Trudeau was named Prime Minister. 
For many Canadians, the election was 
a time of hope for change, as Stephen 
Harper was finally removed from power. 
Trudeau was young, fresh-faced, and 
ready to lead the country. Mulcair and 
May were both solid options as well, and 
none had any scandals under their belt. 
Overall, the chances of a better Canada 
were looking pretty great, and coverage 
of the elections was largely positive. 
The feeling is very different going 
into the last week of this election. As 
storm cloud after storm cloud rolls in 
to dump on one nominee or another, 
neither is arriving at the end looking 
positive. Instead of hope or anticipation, 
many seem to feel resignation or horror, 
which should never be the end result of 
democracy. Many supporters of Hillary 
view her as the lesser evil instead of an 
exciting, promising president. Many 
Trump supporters are just Republicans 
who can’t bring themselves to vote 
Democrat. Overall, whoever wins, the 
majority of the population won’t be 
genuinely excited, or hopeful—just 
happy the other evil didn’t get in. 
Of course, it would be disingenuous 
to ignore that they both do have their 
small legion of adamant supporters. 
Many are still avidly supporting 
Hillary because she will be the first 
female president, and because she 
is incredibly experienced, even 
if there have been many knocks 
against her over this election. Many 
are aggressively supporting Trump 
in his fight against mass media, the 
election system, political correctness, 
immigrants, and so forth. Members 
of both categories will be ecstatic 
if their chosen one makes it in.
However, for most, November 8 is 
exciting not because they’re hopeful for 
the result, but because they want it to 
just be over. Last year, Canadians were 
able to excitedly look forward to the 
results. Eight years ago, America was 
filled with the same giddy anticipation 
about President Barack Obama. It’s 
sad that this election has fallen as 
far as it has. Now, the final choice is 
between pro-establishment and anti-
establishment, and all the baggage both 
candidates carry. Will America have 
another Obama, just much less likeable? 
Will they instead elect an unpredictable 
man riding a cult of personality? 
We’ll find out in one more 
week. Then we can all sigh, move 
on, and look forward to having 
some hope four years from now.
 O The Other Press has been Douglas 
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Recently, Bosa Developments applied for a special development 
permit for two of their proposed 
buildings on the 660 Quayside Dr. 
lot, one at 43 stories and the other 
at 53 stories, just 4 metres shy of the 
Seattle Space Needle. Bosa plans 
to fill out the waterfront skyline 
while connecting the River Market 
to the Westminster Pier Park. 
The proposed developments 
include expanded greenspace for 
Pier Park, a Begbie Street plaza, a 
commercial space and child-care 
facility in a two-story building, 
five townhouses, and underground 
and surface-level parking. 
Larco Investments, the previous 
owner of the zoned area, sold the 
property to Bosa over the summer. 
Over the past 20 years, Larco has 
been in talks with city developers 
to find the best way to introduce 
housing projects with five towers, but 
evidently came up short. Agreements 
shifted back and forth between 
company and city, and Larco wasn’t 
able to make ground on further plans. 
With the development of Pier Park 
and the teardown of the majority of 
the Front Street parkade, the Larco 
parking lot has remained a desolate 
slab of concrete year after year.
“The Larco parking lot has 
started to fall into disrepair,”  
Mayor Jonathan Cote told the New 
Westminster Record this past June. 
“I actually think it’s going to 
be an exciting project that is going 
to be an important piece of the 
puzzle for our waterfront vision, but 
also for downtown revitalization. 
The long-term vision to have some 
residential development and expand 
Westminster Pier Park on that site is a 
city objective. Larco, traditionally, will 
be landholders and hold properties 
for long periods of time, and they 
have done that with this site. Bosa 
more consistently, when they buy a 
site they generally do have intentions 
to move forward with the project.”
Bosa will wait for further 
developments as council takes staff 
reports into consideration for the 
approval of development permits. 
Until then, Councillor Patrick 
Johnston has expressed concerns of the 
proposed skyscraper developments in 
regards to the River Market. Should 
construction occur, he demands access 
via Begbie Street, understandably due 
to the repercussions of the parkade 
teardown on Front Street merchants.
“I know this site has always 
been seen for its opportunity on 
our waterfront and has always been 
viewed as the missing link,” said Cote 
to the New Westminster Record. 
“There is no doubt when the 
community first starts to see this 
application, the first thing that 
is going to catch their eye is the 
height of the buildings. These will 
by far be the tallest buildings in 
the City of New Westminster.”
öö New Westminster sees rising ventures
Aaron Guillen
Staff Reporter
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‘Space Needle-sized’ skyscraper 
proposed for waterfront
For those who have visited the New Westminster campus, it’s 
impossible to avoid seeing students 
dancing in the atrium. Whether it be 
at New Westminster or David Lam, 
The DSU Salsa Club, one of the two 
dance clubs at Douglas, prides itself 
in the strong representation it holds 
on campus. Thanks to Sharinder Riat, 
President, and Abraham Castanon, 
Vice President, the club has been 
growing at an alarming rate. 
“This semester we had hundreds 
of new students sign up to our club 
and roughly 20 members per class. 
Furthermore, we have also seen an 
increase of members coming out to 
support our parties and workshops,” 
said Riat.
Notably, the dance club has taught 
choreography to new students during 
the annual EDGE event, performed 
during the opening of the Sol Garden 
at David Lam, and volunteered at the 
Century House Association by giving 
the elderly a dance lesson. The DSU 
Salsa Club started up seven years ago, 
but within the past two years, under 
the leadership from Riat and Castanon, 
the club has found an irreplaceable 
home in Douglas—perhaps even for 
those who don’t attend the college.
“Some of our members, who aren’t 
Douglas students, want to come to our 
classes because, not only do they want 
to learn from us how to dance, but 
also the friendly environment we have 
created. Some of the members come 
to our lessons even though they don’t 
have class that day,” said Castanon.
By attending dance lessons hosted 
by the DSU Dance Club, students are 
able to meet new faces, learn new 
moves and routines, and get their feet 
moving. While new college students 
are known to succumb to the freshman 
15, Castanon hopes students find an 
exciting way to exercise in one of their 
weekly meetings.
“With the salsa dance, there is a 
lot of movement involved—many of 
the moves require speed, strength,  
and coordination,” comments 
Castanon. 
“By repeating the same patterns 
of movement dancers sometimes 
get exhausted quickly. Even if you 
don’t do cardio, you can still have an 
enjoyable time. Salsa dancing is just 
a compliment to staying fit, but it is 
a good start for someone who needs 
some motivation to stay active.”
Every semester, the club hosts 
fundraising parties after midterms. On 
November 4, they will be hosting a Dia 
de los Muertos (Day of the Dead) party 
in New Westminster’s DSU Building. 
For the lessons itself, salsa and bachata 
are held on Fridays from 2–4 p.m. in 
the Dance Studio, and new to this 
semester, casino rueda (group salsa) is 
taught on Wednesdays from 5:30–7:30 
p.m.
“While I am a part of the club 
and continue to stay because of my 
passion for dance and music, what 
really makes me stay is the friendly fun 
environment that has been created […] 
these members have become my circle 
of friends,” said Riat.
“Having a leadership role in this 
club has really developed my social 
skills, and as a Sports Science student, 
I’m able to utilize my knowledge when 
helping to prepare the class, or helping 
those who may have some trouble with 
the dance movement at hand. Why not 
join? The lessons are free for students, 
you learn a lot, create friendships, and 
as a group we go out a lot to other salsa 
events in the city, go out for dinners, 
and we throw amazing school parties.”
SPOTLIGHT: Take a chance, learn to dance!
öö DSU Salsa Club promises to spice up campus life
Aaron Guillen
Staff Reporter
news // no. 4 theotherpress.ca
October 27 marked the inaugural meeting of Douglas’ Japanese-
Canadian Association in room 1220.
The association was started by 
Ben Gallagher and Kana Kiyono, as 
an effort to better connect domestic 
and international students—
particularly those who have an 
active interest in Japanese culture.
“I started this club because 
I wanted to foster a relationship 
between Japanese international 
students and Canadian students. 
A lot of my Japanese friends here 
at Douglas wanted to meet more 
Canadian students, so I thought ‘why 
not start a club?’ I’ve also taken every 
Japanese course here at Douglas as 
well, so it’s a good experience for 
Japanese learners to interact with 
native speakers,” said Gallagher.
The association’s first meeting 
was a casual affair, where domestic 
and international students introduced 
each other, played games, and shared 
experiences. It was a very inclusive 
environment, where all students were 
friendly and eager to participate.
It also provided students 
an opportunity to practice 
linguistics outside of class, with 
students speaking in English, 
Japanese, and some Korean. 
“The goals are pretty simple—
have domestic students who are 
interested in Japanese interact with 
native Japanese speakers, as well 
as Japanese international students 
interact with native English speakers!”
With the success of the first 
meeting, the association is already 
planning more of them. The 
association went on its first outing 
on November 1, with many more 
planned for the future. Outings could 
include activities such as bowling 
or laser tag, grabbing dinner, or 
going to the pub for some drinks. 
Students interested in 
practicing language, or simply 
making new friends, are encouraged 
to join the Douglas Japanese-
Canadian Association Facebook 
group to find out when future 
meetings and outings will be.
In the past year, housing affordability has driven many Vancouverites out 
of the city. Yet for those who remain 
in Metro Vancouver, low income is an 
ongoing issue day in and day out. 
With countless BC households 
living paycheque to paycheque, the 
absence of a steady income (or too 
low of an income) is a major concern. 
Whether it be a single mother 
struggling to make ends meet, an 
unexpected illness in the family, 
or restarting a life after escaping 
domestic violence, New Westminster 
MLA  Judy Darcy hopes to ease those 
stresses by providing a rent bank in 
the local community. A rent bank is a 
largely Canadian service that provides 
interest-free loans to low-income 
households who face eviction due 
to an unforeseen financial crisis. 
Darcy, alongside her constituency 
office staff, has had her eye on 
introducing a rent bank in New 
Westminster since January 2015. 
Since then, she and her staff have 
been reaching out to community 
shareholders, hoping to build a 
strong base for their endowment 
fund. Finally, Darcy and her staff 
have been able to accumulate 
contributions from Westminster 
Savings Credit Union, Greater 
Vancouver Community Credit Union, 
G&F Financial Group, Coast Capital 
Credit Union, Community Savings 
Credit Union, and Vancity, totalling 
a substantial amount of $35,000. 
With the idea of a rent bank 
finding resonance among locals, city 
council has agreed to add to the fund 
an additional $20,000 on a yearly basis 
for three years to assist with admin 
and operating costs for the bank.
“Now there will be a process 
for community agencies to submit 
or indicate they are interested 
in running it,” Darcy said to the 
New Westminster Record.
“The whole idea is to have this 
embedded in a community agency 
that already gives supports to people, 
so that when someone applies for 
assistance from the rent bank, that 
community agency is already in a 
position to say we have these other 
ways to support you. Whether they are 
eligible for the rent bank or not, there 
are other ways that community agency 
would be able to support them.”
The rent bank is hoping to open 
in New Westminster soon, following 
the footsteps of the Sources Rent Bank 
in Surrey, one of the first of its kind in 
the mainland region. Two years ago, 
Patricia Stewart, a single mother of 
two and student at Douglas College, 
found a source of assistance in her 
greatest moment of need. Due to child 
tax credit taking away a significant 
portion of welfare for that month, she 
was immensely grateful for the rent 
bank’s willingness to lend a hand.
“Sometimes dealing with the 
housing issue earlier on, and in 
this case potentially preventing 
homelessness, can be a much 
more efficient, compassionate, and 
effective way of dealing with housing 
challenges,” stated Mayor Jonathan 
Cote to the New Westminster Record.
International relations at home
öö Douglas students begin Japanese-Canadian Association
Big opportunity for low-income households
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öö Rent bank plans to open in New Westminster
Mercedes Deutscher
News Editor
Aaron Guillen
Staff Reporter
issue 8 // volume 43 news // no. 5
On October 26, the Douglas College Business Association 
(DCBA) held a LinkedIn workshop, 
featuring special guest speaker Marie 
J. Gonzales, the college’s HR Manager 
of Operations and Recruitment.
Gonzales talked about the 
importance of LinkedIn, and she 
covered how it facilitates network 
development among co-workers and 
peers providing a platform for recruiters 
to see more than what can be found 
on a standard résumé. Since many 
recruiters look at LinkedIn during 
the hiring process, having a well-
maintained and up-to-date professional 
profile can really make one stand out.
Gonzales also shared tips on how 
to get the most out of LinkedIn, such 
as utilizing the features that highlight 
one’s skills, work, and volunteer 
experience. The website allows one 
to keep up-to-date with the industry 
and specific companies that one would 
like to work for by following their 
LinkedIn pages. It allows a candidate 
the opportunity to reach out to 
recruiters and industry professionals, 
and for users to take online courses.
With regards to what employers 
look for on a LinkedIn profile, Gonzales 
emphasised how the website is not 
Facebook because completeness 
and professionalism are significant 
elements. Employers will be verifying 
if the information on a candidate’s 
profile matches what is on the résumé 
submitted, so it is important to keep 
them both up to date. Employers will 
also be checking the skills a candidate 
has on their profile and if many of their 
connections have endorsed skills that 
the employer thinks are significant. 
The event had a turn-out of 52 
attendees, which was considered a 
100 per cent increase according to the 
event planners when compared to the 
last LinkedIn event in Fall 2015. The 
event this month was spearheaded 
by Neil Calder and Jitesh Sachdeva. 
Calder, who is on his final 
semester studying PDD Accounting, 
said: “Having completed the Burnaby 
Board of Trade Access Program last 
year, I have a greater appreciation for 
the need to develop and practice soft-
business skills and planning an event 
seemed like an ideal way to do that.” 
“This is one event that 
everyone, not just business 
students, can take advantage of.”
Sachdeva, who is studying Accounting 
Management, said: “I am always 
interested in participating more and 
more in school events. I thought 
taking on this event would be ideal 
for me. […] I wanted to enhance my 
leadership and planning skills. I am 
also interested in technological stuff, 
so that caught me to go for this event.”
Calder and Sachdeve mentioned 
that they began planning for it at 
the beginning of the semester. 
“Booking the speaker, room, and 
promotional booths all needed to be 
done in advance, so time management 
is very important,” Calder said. “We also 
had to find a photographer, work with 
a graphics designer to create a poster, 
plan catering, and coordinate help from 
other DCBA members. We also had 
help and support from both staff and 
faculty. Jitesh and I could not have done 
it without everyone that was involved.”
The workshop also made it 
possible for the attendees to get their 
headshots taken for free before the 
presentation. The attendees were 
instructed to dress professionally. 
Gonzales mentioned that a professional 
headshot allows a recruiter to put a 
face to the information provided. 
When asked about future events, 
the event leaders said that the DCBA 
will be hosting a CPA information 
session on November 8. A guest speaker 
from CPA BC and speakers from MNP 
will be talking about the CPA program.
An elderly couple was removed from a Best Western Hotel 
in Coquitlam in what some 
may consider to be a rough and 
excessive manner on October 28.
The RCMP was called to the hotel 
to disband an AGM for a nearby strata 
that had allegedly resulted in fighting. 
The Coquitlam RCMP made the 
decision to draw the meeting to a close 
on arrival, and most of the attendees 
had left peacefully. However, an elderly 
couple in their 80s—Myung Ju Lee 
and Kap Su Lee—refused to leave.
A disturbing video was captured 
and uploaded to YouTube by 
Victor Kim, who is an owner in the 
aforementioned strata. The video 
depicts Ju Lee being forcibly dragged 
down the stairs by the RCMP, after 
lying down and having resisted arrest. 
The couple was also accompanied by 
their nine-year-old granddaughter, 
who could be heard screaming and 
seen losing her temper at another 
police officer while her grandparents 
were removed from the building. 
The couple was arrested once 
they were brought to the bottom 
of the stairs. Later on, they were 
assessed for injuries and paid an 
overnight visit to the hospital. Ju 
Lee was bruised in the face, while Su 
Lee procured scrapes on her back.
Little information on whether or 
not any other means were used to coerce 
the couple out of the hotel, yet the 
Coquitlam RCMP will be conducting a 
further investigation and review on the 
incident. The investigation may result 
in criminal charges for the couple.
“I respect and understand that the 
video may cause concern to the public,” 
said Sean Maloney, Superintendent of 
the Coquitlam RCMP, in a press release. 
Maloney is asking for the 
community’s help with any 
information over this incident, yet 
has also asked them to be patient 
while the review is compiled.
Ju Lee spoke to CBC after 
the incident, describing how the 
disturbing incident went down. 
Allegedly, his arm had been twisted 
behind his back, before the RCMP 
officer pushed and kicked him down 
the stairs. He then had his chest 
pinned down by the officer’s knee. 
While being arrested at the bottom 
of the stairs, Ju Lee protested. 
“I’m not a criminal. I’m not a 
criminal ... I’m a senior. Why do 
you have me in handcuffs?’’ 
Su Lee had little to 
say on the incident.
Due to public concern over 
the treatment of the couple, 
including that of Kim, Maloney has 
“initiated a review into the actions 
of the police officers involved.” 
Kim told CBC: “They’re in 
their eighties. Grandparents. They 
shouldn’t have handled it that way.”
College students learn to connect with 
the business world with LinkedIn
öö DCBA students help others build professional networks
Coquitlam RCMP has concerning 
encounter with elderly couple 
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öö Man dragged down stairs caught on video, raises concern
Carlos Bilan
Staff Writer
Mercedes Deutscher
News Editor
Myung Ju Lee and Kap Su Lee  
Arts
Have an idea for a story? 
 arts@theotherpress.ca
Lady Gaga has finally released Joanne, her first album in three years. You 
may remember reading the pop diva’s 
name in the headlines years ago for her 
eccentric fashion and bizarre theatrics. 
She called herself “Mother Monster” in 
reference to her EP The Fame Monster 
(2009), and addressed her legion of 
fans as “little monsters” to convey the 
sentiment that being weird is good. 
In 2013, Gaga tried to level up this 
eccentricity with ARTPOP, but it turned 
out to be a catastrophic EDM mess that 
ultimately bombed in sales. It was clear 
that Gaga had to revamp her image to 
become likeable to the public eye. The 
following year, she tapped into the jazz 
industry by collaborating with Tony 
Bennett in Cheek to Cheek. While the 
album won a Grammy Award, many of 
her devoted fans wished for a return to 
pop. People have been predicting that 
Gaga has been going through a process 
of reinvention, and her followers have 
been eagerly awaiting the result.
In Joanne, released on October 21, 
Gaga has incorporated country, classic 
rock, and blues elements, while still 
offering some dance-floor tunes. In the 
edgy “John Wayne,” she fantasizes about 
having a cowboy lover since she is sick 
of the “Johns” of New York. “Dancin’ 
in Circles” stands out as one of the 
album’s deep cuts. Co-written by Beck, 
the track contains the innuendo “Let’s 
funk downtown” in the chorus. Gaga 
delivers this hook in a flirty, whispering 
tone, a singing style executed in many 
songs from The Fame Monster. “Dancin’ 
in Circles” is also reminiscent of The 
Fame Monster’s “Alejandro” thanks to 
its Latin flourishes. Another highlight 
of Joanne is the potential women 
empowerment anthem, “Hey Girl” with 
Florence Welch, all about lifting other 
women up instead of competing with 
them. The pair’s powerful vocals shine 
throughout and complement each 
other beautifully in this soulful duet. 
Gaga is undeniably talented and 
was actively part of the production 
process, but Joanne has noticeable 
flaws. The album’s lead single, “Perfect 
Illusion,” is a monumental mistake, 
and placing it as the centre track drags 
the entire album down. “It wasn’t love, 
it wasn’t love, it was a perfect illusion,” 
Gaga wails repeatedly, and this verse 
is stretched out through the whole 
track to the point of intolerability. The 
vocals and instrumentals are oddly 
discordant, considering this single 
was produced by a star-studded team, 
including Mark Ronson, Kevin Parker 
from Tame Impala, and Bloodpop. The 
supposed-to-be club-ready breakup 
song sounds like an unfinished demo, 
and is noticeably all over the place. Her 
ballads, such as “Million Reasons” and 
“Angel Down,” are audibly lacklustre 
despite their personal and social themes. 
The sentiment is there, but the results 
are weak. Even songs penned by Father 
John Misty (Joshua Tillman)—whose 
album last year received widespread 
acclaim—are unremarkable and sound 
like fillers. “Sinner’s Prayer” seems 
bland, and “Come to Mama,” with its 
message about charity, feels cheesy. 
Gaga mentioned in recent 
interviews that she made Joanne because 
she wanted to release something 
authentic—but this implies that 
everything she released prior to this 
was insincere, when she has always said 
that she makes music as an outlet of 
her artistry and integrity. The truth is 
that Gaga has been—and will always 
be—a pop artist, so using rock and blues 
as means to be musically authentic is 
naïve. Earlier in her career, Gaga was 
considered a pioneer in the industry, 
inspiring many of her peers to follow 
in her footsteps in being visually 
provocative. Unfortunately, with Joanne, 
she arrives at a level of modesty and 
does not change the game. However, 
if this album does manage to fix her 
image, then maybe she has succeeded.
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 O Along came the singalong
 O Vulfpeck brings funk to the internet age 
 O A secret path to home
And more!
Carlos Bilan
Staff Writer
‘Mother Monster’ is gone, call her Joanne
öö ‘Joanne’ album review
Before The Tragically Hip made their last album Man Machine Poem, 
frontman Gord Downie’s brother Mike 
showed him a story from Maclean’s about 
Chanie Wenjack, who was a victim of the 
residential school system. Downie was 
inspired to do a project about it, so he 
made an album to tell Chanie’s story, and 
it led to a graphic novel and an animated 
TV movie. The Secret Path, which was 
broadcast recently on CBC commercial-
free, shows how indigenous people 
were impacted by residential schools.
The  movie follows Chanie as he 
escapes from his residential school 
and walks along a railroad track to try 
to get back to his home in Ogoki Post. 
We see flashbacks of him before he was 
put into a residential school, as well 
as his experiences in the school. The 
film is split into 10 chapters, and each 
chapter is accompanied by a song that 
explores Chanie’s life and his journey to 
Ogoki Post. There’s also a prologue and 
an epilogue that 
show Downie as 
he sees Chanie’s 
relatives in Ogoki 
Post, and explains 
why he wanted to 
do the project.
The Secret Path 
is a collaborative 
project, with music 
by Downie and 
the graphic novel 
illustrated by Jeff 
Lemire. Some of the songs are similar in 
style to Arcade Fire, especially the song 
Swing Set. Other songs seem to bear 
influence from the rest of The Tragically 
Hip, and some are more clearly the work 
of Downie himself. Most of the film has 
blue and white colours to show how 
dark Chanie’s journey is, and there is 
more colour in some of the flashbacks to 
show happier moments. The animation 
in it is beautiful because it shows the 
cold, wintery 
environment of 
Northern Ontario. 
One of my favourite 
chapters in the 
movie is Swing Set, 
because of how the 
scene is structured 
and how it fits 
with the song. 
Chanie’s 
story ends sadly. 
After suffering 
the horrors of residential school, he 
passed away while attempting to get 
back to his home. I learned about 
the residential schools when I was in 
secondary school, and I found out that 
the students in them lived in terrible 
conditions. Their long hair was cut off, 
they were forced to wear clothes very 
different from their own, and they had 
to forget about their culture and convert 
to Christianity. In the chapter Don’t Let 
This Touch You, a priest in the school 
goes inside Chanie’s bedroom, and while 
the film does not show what the priest 
does to him, it is implied that Chanie 
was sexually abused, like many young 
people placed into residential schools.
Gord feels that Chanie’s story is 
Canada’s story, because the residential 
schools were an aspect of national 
history very unlike what Canada is 
supposed to be. Despite the fact that 
there was an inquiry on residential 
schools, he thinks that it will take 
a very long time for the country to 
recover. The Secret Path has a big 
message about raising awareness, 
especially for anyone who did not know 
about the residential schools. If you 
missed The Secret Path on TV, you can 
watch it for free on CBC’s website.
öö ‘The Secret Path’ album and film review
Jerrison Oracion
Senior Columnist
A secret path to home
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Nintendo’s next gaming system isn’t quite a home or 
handheld console—it’s both. The 
Nintendo Switch, first shown in 
a short trailer posted on October 
20, is scheduled to be released in 
March 2017. It looks to combine the 
capabilities of home gaming with the 
convenience of portable devices.
The Switch is made up of a tablet 
screen and two pieces called Joy-Cons 
that resemble small remotes. The Joy-
Cons can be attached to the sides of 
the tablet, stuck together to form a 
gaming pad, or used as two separate 
controllers. The tablet and Joy-Cons 
can be taken and set up anywhere, and 
more Joy-Cons can be wirelessly linked 
to a single screen for games with more 
players. To use the system like a typical 
home console, there’s a docking station 
to connect the Switch to your TV.
The trailer demonstrates people 
playing their Switches in a variety of 
locations, including airplanes, cars, 
parks, parties, and more. While being 
able to play the same game on a large 
screen and on the go seems like a good 
idea, the Switch might not be the best 
platform for mobility. When the Joy-
Cons are attached to the tablet, the 
system looks like a bulky, cumbersome 
2DS or PSP. When separated, they look 
like impractically tiny versions of the 
Wiimote—although people who are 
used to playing games on four-and-a-
half-inch smartphones probably won’t 
have too much trouble calibrating their 
thumbs. The trailer also shows the use 
of a more standard gaming controller, 
shaped like an Xbox controller, but 
it will more than likely be sold sepa-
rately from the Switch, and carrying 
around an extra piece of hardware 
defeats the purpose of portability.
Nintendo’s last new home console, 
the Wii U, which debuted in 2012, 
was met with a somewhat lukewarm 
reception. Its lack of titles, scanty 
support of third-party game develop-
ers, and lower specifications compared 
to rival consoles, have long relegat-
ed the Nintendo home systems to a 
more casual gaming market than the 
PlayStation 4 or Xbox One. While it’s 
too early to determine if the Switch 
will buck this trend, it’s notable that 
the trailer showed footage of game-
play from NBA 2K and Bethesda’s The 
Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. A large list 
of developers—including Ubisoft, 
Activision, and many more—have 
pledged their support for Nintendo’s 
new device. It’s a promising sign of a 
new age for third-party cooperation.
The distinction between handheld 
versus home consoles has been solid for 
a long time, and it’s an ambitious leap 
to bridge this divide. It could be that 
Nintendo isn’t just trying to win over 
hardcore gamers—it’s trying to compete 
with the smartphone, the primary 
gaming device for a lot of casual gamers. 
According to independent gaming 
website Eurogamer, the tablet part of 
the Switch will feature a touchscreen, 
suggesting that this is Nintendo’s direc-
tion. Although the gaming company 
has so far been silent about touchscreen 
possibilities, they’re bound to reveal 
more details at the Nintendo Switch 
media briefing planned on January 
12, where they are also expected to 
announce the console’s release date.
For now, I’m happy enough with 
my 3DS—or, at least, I will be once 
Pokémon Sun and Moon are released.
Caroline Ho
Arts Editor
Switching up the 
gaming industry
öö Nintendo reveals newest console
Session musicians are performers who supply backup and 
supporting instrumental roles for 
studio or live shows, generally as 
bass, piano, and snare. These artists 
give a steady, reliable act, and 
rarely achieve fame on their own. 
Very occasionally, however, session 
musicians will separate themselves 
and rise from the background. In 
2011, Jack Stratton, Theo Katzman, 
Joe Dart, and Woody Goss of the 
rhythm section at the University of 
Michigan did exactly this and formed 
Vulfpeck. Inspired by legendary 
German music producer Reinhold 
Mack, the members refined their 
presentation and styled themselves 
as a German take on American funk.
Vulfpeck’s raw, minimalist instru-
mental style attracted the attention of 
critics across the country with “Beastly,” 
a piece that brought particular atten-
tion to bassist Joe Dart. His deceptively 
bare-bones approach and lengthy solo 
are extremely reminiscent of ’60s live 
bands. An important aspect of those 
bands’ style—and Vulfpeck’s—is the 
balance of instruments so that no one 
sound is dominating a performance. 
This allows supporting instruments 
like snare and bass to have a greater 
impact than in most forms of funk. The 
style persists through Vulfpeck’s four 
extended plays and two studio albums, 
making them one of the most unique 
and iconic funk bands of the 2010s.
The quartet largely came to public 
notoriety with the release of the com-
pletely silent album Sleepify in March 
2014. Hosted on music streaming 
service Spotify, the band encouraged 
fans to play each 30-second track 
on loop while they were sleeping or 
away from home. This allowed the 
band to collect large royalties without 
producing any music, a stunt called 
“clever” by a spokesman from Spotify. 
Vulfpeck made roughly $20,000 
before Spotify removed the album in 
August 2014, which the band used 
to fund a free tour later that year.
To date, the band’s most popular 
songs are “Wait for the Moment” and 
“1612,” both featuring vocal perfor-
mances by Antwaun Stanley that reflect 
the band’s minimalism. Inclusion of 
vocals is continued extensively in their 
latest album The Beautiful Game, 
released in October 2016, which, for 
the first time in the group’s history, has 
more vocal than instrumental tracks. 
Despite this, Vulfpeck retains their 
original philosophy of maintaining 
a balance between sounds. Another 
major source for their current pop-
ularity is their music videos. Simple 
shootings of the live music sessions 
are filmed with an old camera and 
filter, giving the videos their grainy 
1970s appearance, coupled with all the 
hip-swinging expected from funk.
With 34 tracks in 5 years, the 
quartet is one of the most prolific 
funk bands on the scene today, and 
their use of online streaming and 
Sleepify’s headline-grabbing stunt 
has made them among the most 
popular in the genre. Vulfpeck’s simple, 
smooth, and balanced style has been 
a return to form for modern funk.
Greg Waldock
Staff Writer
Vulfpeck brings funk 
to the internet age
öö Use of smooth bass and web-
savvy style draws new fans
Anyone who likes singing in front of crowds is probably glad that 
karaoke exists. Karaoke comes from the 
Japanese words kara, meaning “empty,” 
and oke, which is short for “orchestra.” 
The idea is simple enough, but it took 
a while for technology to evolve to 
give us karaoke as we enjoy it today.
The first appearance of the karaoke 
machine is attributed to Japanese 
musician Daisuke Inoue. Singing in 
restaurants and establishments to live 
accompaniment, provided by musicians 
like Inoue, was a popular pastime in 
Japan. In 1969, Inoue was asked to tape a 
few songs on a recorder so they could be 
taken and sung along to in another loca-
tion. He was inspired by this to create a 
machine he called the Juke 8, which was 
basically a microphone, a speaker and 
amplifier, and a coin slot put together.
Inoue made a few Juke 8s and 
started leasing them out to local bars, 
and the activity caught on rapidly. 
Within a few years the Juke 8 spread 
to Osaka, then rapidly to Tokyo, and 
soon enough they had taken the 
whole country by storm. Since Inoue 
never patented his idea, other com-
panies quickly produced their own 
versions of the karaoke machine. 
By the ’80s the activity had reached 
the rest of Asia—and the world.
As karaoke became increasingly 
popular and increasingly profitable, 
some businesses started offering karaoke 
boxes. These were smaller private rooms 
where groups of friends could sing 
in front of a more intimate audience. 
Although the activity was originally a 
side feature in bars and hotels, karaoke 
became the primary attraction of 
many establishments. The first ded-
icated karaoke bar in North America 
(or at least the first to claim the title), 
Dimples, was opened in L.A. in 1982.
Early karaoke machines used cas-
sette tapes, and singers who didn’t know 
the words had to refer to lyric booklets 
to follow along. In the ’80s, Pioneer 
Electronic Corporation introduced 
machines that used laser discs and could 
display lyrics directly on screens. By the 
next decade, karaoke machines were 
developed with the ability to down-
load songs online, a huge change from 
having only a limited number of tracks 
to choose from. These technological 
advances made karaoke increasingly 
accessible to singers around the globe.
Karaoke equipment also found 
its way into many homes. This side 
of the industry took off in the ’90s, as 
home theatre systems became popular. 
Karaoke machines were a natural 
complement to the audio and visual 
equipment that people were setting 
up in their homes. The proliferation 
of gaming consoles has continued to 
add to this. Karaoke Revolution was 
released for the PlayStation 2 in 2003, 
with several sequels in the following 
years. Guitar Hero began including vocal 
tracks with Guitar Hero World Tour 
in 2008, and many other video games 
included singalong aspects as well.
Inoue never expected his simple 
machine to be anywhere near as popular 
as it was, but nowadays karaoke can be 
found pretty much everywhere. With 
singing competitions like The Voice 
on prime-time television, it seems like 
anyone can be a star. There are plenty of 
places in and around New Westminster 
and Coquitlam that offer karaoke, in the 
more private environment of karaoke 
boxes, or in the many bars and pubs 
that offer weekly or monthly karaoke 
nights. And of course, there’s always 
the option of your own shower—as 
long as your roommates like the sound 
of your voice as much as you do.
A note on history: Along came the singalong
Caroline Ho
Arts Editor
öö The history of karaoke
news // no. 8 theotherpress.ca
Halloween! By the time you read this, it will have just passed. But 
in this writer’s opinion, it’s never a 
bad time for horror movies. For my 
final column in this spooky series, I’ll 
be giving some picks that are a little 
lighter in tone. These movies won’t 
fill you with terror, and they’re quite 
acceptable to watch with young ones, 
or anyone who wants to sleep at night.
Beetlejuice (1988)
In Tim Burton’s debut, husband and 
wife Adam and Barbara Maitland 
(Alec Baldwin and Geena Davis) find 
themselves recently deceased, much 
to their chagrin. Things only get worse 
when a pesky human family moves 
into their home. Everyone quickly gets 
more than they bargained for when 
the Maitlands hire the shape-shifting, 
wisecracking specter Beetlejuice 
(Michael Keaton) to exorcise the living.
It’s the Great Pumpkin, 
Charlie Brown (1966)
As the entire Peanuts gang prepares 
for a Halloween party, young Linus 
eagerly awaits the Great Pumpkin, 
who supposedly appears in the 
most sincere pumpkin patch every 
Halloween. Meanwhile, Charlie Brown 
struggles with his ghost costume, 
and Snoopy gets carried away 
dressing up as a World War I flying 
ace. Genuinely heartwarming and 
charming, this is perhaps the most 
beloved Halloween special of all time. 
Goosebumps (2015)
Based on the bestselling children’s 
book series, this hilarious movie 
is likely to give a nostalgia rush to 
anyone who grew up reading them. 
Zach Cooper (Dylan Minnette) 
thinks the small town he just moved 
to is boring—until he meets the 
mysterious girl next door, Hannah 
(Odeya Rush), and her reclusive father 
(Jack Black). Said father happens to 
be world-famous children’s horror 
writer R.L. Stine, who reveals that 
the Goosebumps books are all based 
on actual monsters. Things get out of 
control when the monsters break free 
from the books and invade the town.
The Nightmare Before 
Christmas (1993)
This Claymation musical by Tim 
Burton is an iconic flick appropriate 
for October or December (or any other 
time of the year—it’s never a bad 
time for Jack). In Halloween Town, 
the Pumpkin King Jack Skellington 
(voiced by Chris Sarandon) has grown 
bored with the same old tradition 
every year. One day, he stumbles upon 
another land where, as he exclaims 
joyfully, “They’re busy building toys 
and absolutely no one’s dead!” Inspired 
by Christmas Town, he attempts to 
bring the holidays together—but 
naturally, things go horribly wrong. 
Ghostbusters (1984 or 2015)
Who you gonna call? There are two 
versions of the franchise, the original 
starring Bill Murray and Dan Aykroyd, 
and the female-fronted reboot with 
Kristin Wiig and Melissa McCarthy. 
While the 1984 version is no doubt the 
better movie, the new one is pretty 
fun as well. Both have similar plots: 
Paranormal researchers set up shop 
in New York City to, well, bust ghosts. 
Despite ridicule from the disbelieving 
public, the team faces a great evil 
that threatens to destroy the city. 
Halloweentown (1998)
A family classic that spawned three 
sequels, this movie is broadcast on 
cable incessantly every October. 
Thirteen-year-old Marnie (Kimberly J. 
Brown) is upset that she’s never been 
allowed to celebrate Halloween. One 
day her witch grandmother (Debbie 
Reynolds) comes to town—and that’s 
when Marnie discovers she’s also a 
witch. If that isn’t enough, Grandma 
then travels to a mythical monster-
filled land known as Halloweentown, 
with Marnie and her siblings in 
stowaway tow. When a demon attempts 
to take over the town, Marnie must 
save everyone before it’s too late.
Halloween movies on the lighter side
öö Family-friendly spooky flicks for the season
Cazzy Lewchuk
Opinions Editor
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No, George R. R. Martin still hasn’t finished writing The Winds of 
Winter, volume six of the massively 
popular A Song of Ice and Fire series. 
Luckily, Martin isn’t the only author 
to write epic fantasy full of brilliantly 
bloody battles and morally ambiguous 
characters we love to hate. Here are a 
few suggestions of novels and series 
that fans of ASOIAF might enjoy, while 
we wait for Martin to keep writing.
The Dagger and the Coin 
by Daniel Abraham
If the level of political intrigue, 
complex and questionable motivations 
of characters, terse rivalry between 
kingdoms, lively pace of action, or even 
the writing style of The Dagger and 
the Coin feel familiar to ASOIAF fans, 
it’s because Martin and Abraham are 
good friends and have collaborated in 
the past. Thankfully, unlike ASOIAF, 
all five books of The Dagger and 
the Coin quintet are published.
Book One, The Dragon’s Path, 
follows four protagonists: Marcus, a 
jaded mercenary captain haunted by the 
atrocities in his past; Cithrin, a young 
and ambitious half-human banker; 
Dawson, a powerful nobleman drawn 
into the machinations of the Antean 
Court; and Geder, a bookish, bumbling 
officer whose military incompetence 
takes a sharp and very dark turn. 
Like ASOIAF, don’t expect everyone 
to stay alive throughout the series.
The Dagger and the Coin is 
also set in a world once populated 
by dragons, but the level of fantasy 
is relatively low—although magic 
and many not-quite-human races 
exist, the story is largely driven 
by its very flawed characters.
The Traitor Baru Cormorant 
by Seth Dickinson
Another story set in a fictional world 
with low amounts of magic but 
ample layers of political scheming, 
Dickinson’s standalone novel tells a 
chillingly efficient revenge story. Baru 
Cormorant’s life is destroyed and her 
family torn apart when the Empire of 
Masks conquers her peaceful island 
nation. Ruthlessly determined to free 
her people, Baru joins the empire, 
schemes her way power, and lets 
absolutely nothing stand in her path.
Although this novel is much 
smaller in scope and features a 
single viewpoint character, it is no 
less enthralling, and the mercilessly 
manipulative Baru could easily out-
manoeuvre Littlefinger. It’s hard to 
decide whether to be sympathetic 
towards Baru or appalled by her. 
In addition, Dickinson masterfully 
handles the issue of persecution 
based on sexual orientation.
Malazan Book of the Fallen 
by Steven Erikson 
Martin’s large number of characters 
and expansive world has nothing on 
Erikson. Malazan was originally based 
on a roleplaying campaign by Erikson 
and Ian C. Esslemont, and it reads 
exactly like it. The complexity of this 
world is comparable to, and probably 
exceeds, the detail of Tolkien’s Middle-
Earth, with literally thousands of years 
of incredibly rich history spanning 
across numerous continents.
The first book of the series, 
Gardens of the Moon, launches the 
reader headfirst into the middle of 
dozens of storylines already taking 
place, and it can be quite overwhelming. 
But if one manages to overcome this 
initial hurdle and become immersed 
in the world of Malazan, it is a truly 
humbling ride. Even with a massive 
cast of characters—including battle-
hardened soldiers, immortals, undead, 
and super-powerful sorcerers—themes 
of ultimate sacrifice and nobility in 
the face of dehumanization shine 
through. With millennia-old conflicts 
involving Gods and Ascendants, 
detailed systems of magic and inter-
realm travel, and military campaigns 
that make the Battle of the Blackwater 
seem like a water gun fight, Malazan 
is the epitome of epic fantasy.
In addition to the ten books in 
the main series, each of which is close 
to or over a thousand pages, there’s 
also the prequel Kharkanas Trilogy, 
as well as co-creator Esslemont’s 
six-volume Novels of the Malazan 
Empire series set in the same world.
öö Recommendations for readers of ‘A Song of Ice and Fire’
The winds of waiting
Caroline Ho
Arts Editor
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öö ‘EVENT’ hosts successful reading at Aboriginal Gathering Place
On October 27, EVENT magazine hosted a reading and author 
meet and greet with four prominent 
indigenous writers in the Douglas 
College Aboriginal Gathering Place.
The evening started with an 
opening address by Aboriginal Student 
Services Coordinator Dave Seaweed. 
During this address, Seaweed explained 
the significance of the gathering place 
as well as the art installations within 
it, including the four-metre Coast 
Salish welcoming figure at the back 
of the room by artist Susan Point. 
EVENT editor Shashi Bhat then 
took the mic to welcome the first featured 
author, Jónína Kirton, an award-winning 
poet of Métis and Icelandic heritage. 
Kirton explained that the inspiration 
for much of her poetry is drawn from 
her life experiences, and her attempts to 
connect to the spirit of her ancestry. The 
pieces ranged from narrative accounts 
of her life as a young adult in the prairies 
struggling to 
find her place 
in the world, 
to more 
figurative 
examinations 
of her cultural 
heritage 
and family 
dynamics. 
Many of the 
pieces she 
read were 
from her first book, page as bone ~ ink 
as blood, but she also shared a few works 
from her next collection of poetry, set for 
release in Spring 2017 by Talonbooks. 
Next was Cree-Métis/Icelandic 
author Carleigh Baker, a writer of 
short fiction and nonfiction as well as 
poetry. Baker was late in discovering her 
Aboriginal ancestry, only meeting her 
Métis family when she was 30, and much 
of her work explores this revelation as well 
as intimately recounts certain moments 
in her life. She 
read her short 
story “Chins 
and Elbows” to 
the audience, 
demonstrating 
her frank and 
humorous 
narrative style, 
and then 
read a few 
poems written 
during a 
perilous expedition up north with 
a team of writers and documentary 
filmmakers. Baker also has a book set 
for release in Spring 2017, a collection 
of short stories titled Bad Endings.
After a brief intermission, Cree 
author and UBC Creative Writing 
Program graduate Larry Nicholson 
took the stage. His poetry was often an 
all-out celebration of his Aboriginal 
heritage and his life growing up on a 
reservation. The audience was included 
in his performance of his poem “Big 
Brown Beautiful Bannock-Stuffed 
Indians,” a call and response piece that 
filled the Gathering Place with sound. 
His poems ranged from boisterous and 
lyrical, to individually contemplative. 
Finally, EVENT Poetry Editor and 
accomplished author Joanne Arnott 
read from her newest book, Halfling 
spring: an internet romance. The 
poems were intimate pieces of personal 
narrative, ranging from prolific and 
almost ethereal to short and tongue-
in-cheek, many of them expounding 
upon her relationship with a man she 
met online, as well as her love of the 
Canadian landscape. It was a gentle end 
to a thoroughly enjoyable evening.
EVENT magazine publishes 
works by Canadian authors three 
times a year, and often holds contests 
for burgeoning writers. For more 
information, visit www.eventmagazine.ca.
Aboriginal voices:  
An evening of poetry and prose
Rebecca Peterson
Humour Editor
Monopoly is everywhere: board games, apps, and 
even in your Happy Meal. And it 
is, and always has been, awful.
 Monopoly (1935) is a finance-
themed board game for two–eight 
players “designed” by Charles Darrow 
and originally published by Parker 
Brothers. The goal of the game is to 
purchase property and drive all other 
players into bankruptcy by rolling 
dice and moving about the board.
 Many a family has been broken up 
by its grossly unbalanced gameplay. 
Player dominance is mostly based 
on random dice rolls in a game that 
takes hours to play. Hasbro, who now 
owns Parker 
Brothers, 
has made 
Monopoly 
versions of 
everything 
from Star 
Wars, to 
Adventure 
Time, to 
dogs. Almost 
everyone 
owns a 
copy, and I 
own three 
(Classic, Lord of the Rings, and 
Simpsons). Monopoly’s domination 
of the board game world would be 
unfathomable but for the fact that it 
was the standard bearer of “modern” 
board games like 
Clue (1949) and 
Risk (1959), the 
product of bored 
family evening 
games in a world 
before Netflix 
and the Internet.
 But being 
an awful game 
isn’t Monopoly’s 
worst sin. As 
regular readers 
of this column 
may know, 
I like to credit the designers who 
make board games. This comes from 
my background as a cartoonist and 
illustrator, careers plagued by rampant 
plagiarism and straight-up theft. It 
pains me to credit Charles Darrow 
with Monopoly because it is just a 
copy of Elizabeth Magie Phillips’ 
The Landlord’s Game (1906). This 
was a not-at-all-fun game meant to 
explain Henry George’s tax theories 
and the dangers of capitalism. 
Darrow simply added a few tweaks 
to make the game more enjoyable, 
and then sold it to Parker Brothers.
 Never buy Monopoly. There 
are so many better games that are 
quicker, more fun, and better tested, 
especially contemporary games 
like Catan (1995), Carcassonne 
(2000), and Ticket to Ride (2004). 
 If you already have a copy of 
Monopoly at home, at least the 
lid makes a nice litter box.
Chairman of the Board: The great capitalist con
öö ‘Monopoly’ board game review
Ed Appleby
Illustrator
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Have an idea for a story? 
 sports@theotherpress.ca
All athletes play for a reason, whether it’s for pleasure, finances, or furthering their career. 
Many players play for the love of the sport. In a college, 
it’s not often that you find an individual who plays for 
all of those reasons. Meet Max Williams, a first-year 
winger for the Douglas College Royals. 
Born on September 11, 1997, in Vancouver, BC, Max 
Williams loves everything about his sport. Actually, 
it’s tough to find a man more passionate about soccer 
than this guy, and that’s saying something. 
Interestingly enough, his love of soccer 
wasn’t always there. 
Williams found his love for soccer 
around the age of seven, when his 
father started getting into the sport 
himself. His brother, Race Williams, 
was age nine when he began his 
journey into the world of soccer. So, 
following in his brother’s footsteps, 
Max began his journey at the same 
age. William credits his early years of 
training to his father. “When we were 
kids, my dad started getting into soccer 
and we all would watch on the big screen. 
Eventually, he just threw us onto the field. 
He would come out and train us, and help us 
critique our play.”
His father, who is Aboriginal and German, and 
his mother, a Polish immigrant, instilled in Max his 
passion. In particular, his passion for goal scoring. “I 
like scoring goals. I love seeing the ball go into the net 
with a huge celebration after. But I critique my play 
style after playmakers. I like creating those through 
balls, those quick chances.” 
It’s through his style that he found his positon 
on the field, as an attacking left winger. Max loves 
the position due to the niches that come with it. “I 
really like the feeling of beating that last defender and 
getting the cross in. I have a lot of pace, so if I beat the 
last defender it’s usually a good scoring opportunity.” 
As aggressive as his style is, Williams prides 
himself on never being caught out defensively. “I 
always come back to defend, but as soon as we get that 
ball, I’m up the field.” 
This is a great year for Max to actually join the 
program. His play style echoes Isaac Kyei, a fifth-
year who plays the side usually opposite to Max. It’s 
a great learning opportunity for Williams, but when 
comparing the two, Max is quick to point out the 
subtle differences in their play. “I’m a more technical 
winger. If you slide that pass through the defence, I 
will be there to get it. Playing with Isaac has taught me 
how to play with strength and how to tackle better. I 
definitely learn a lot from him from practice.” 
In terms of his attitude during the game, Max has 
always been noted as level-headed on the field, and a 
bundle of raw emotion of the field. As he describes it: 
“When I lose, I’m upset. Like I’m totally upset. I’ll go 
home and think about my game. But when we win, 
I’m the happiest man alive. If I foul a player or I get 
a yellow card, I let the referee do his job. I don’t like 
causing trouble.” Williams gets his level-headed yet 
passionate personality from his idol, Lionel Messi. His 
composure in game has served him well this season 
and he has been one of the few players on the roster 
who can keep a level head. 
This year, he has found his way to Douglas 
College, and found himself a spot on the men’s roster, 
but the last couple years of his life have been pretty 
interesting. Alongside his brother in spirit but not 
physically, Max and Race Williams travelled Europe 
looking for opportunities to play soccer overseas. “Race 
and I spent the last couple of years playing soccer in 
Europe. We weren’t too concerned about school and 
we just wanted to chase our dreams. But we hit some 
bumpy roads and got injured, and things happened. 
We decided to come home, go to school, and play for 
Douglas.”
Actually, it was Race’s decision to play for 
Douglas. After spending some time around 
Vancouver, Race was approached by Paul 
Bahia, who brought him out to play for 
the Douglas squad. That is also how 
Max found his way on to the roster. 
“I wasn’t originally going to school 
this year. I was going to go work. But 
Race convinced me to come out and 
play for Douglas.”
Even after coming out and 
earning a spot on the roster, things 
were not all smooth and set for Max 
Williams. While his brother earned a 
spot on the starting rotation, Max had to 
fight for every minute. “The start of the year 
was a bit bumpy. Paul and Robby didn’t really 
know me, so I didn’t get too much playing time. But I 
busted my ass off during training, and worked as hard 
I can. It got to the point where they started giving me 
more chances, and I made a difference when they did. I 
generated chances and made big plays.”
Like any other player, Williams had goals when 
coming into the league. “Coming into the league, my 
goals were to get as many assists as I could, get better 
as a player, and make as many friends as possible. My 
brother had this dual goal together that we would get 
him the Rookie of the Year award, and we made that 
happen.” With his brother at his back, Race put on a 
stellar performance, stringing together goal after goal, 
and earning himself the PACWEST Rookie of the Year 
award. 
As an overall goal, Max has set his bar of standards 
pretty high. “I want to win everything. Every gold 
medal possible, I want to win. Because that feeling 
of winning with the team, there’s nothing like it. 
When you win that trophy, it’s the happiest moment 
of your life. Everyone on your team is happy.” The 
team fell short of doing so this year, capturing silver 
at the PACWEST Provincial Championships, but will 
have a chance to grab gold at the CCAA National 
Championships in November. 
At the moment, Max Williams is currently 
enrolled in the Sports Science Diploma program with 
hopes of furthering his career in the sport he loves. 
“I want to be working with athletes on the pitch. 
Obviously, I love soccer and it’s my life. So anything 
I can do to extend my career with it, whether that’s 
coaching, training, or physiotherapy. Just anything 
really.”
During his free time, Max enjoys watching soccer 
replays and highlights, hoping to learn from the 
professionals and add to his play. He especially enjoys 
watching his favourite team, Barcelona, play. During 
the winter season, he continues to play soccer with the 
Vancouver Men’s Soccer League, turning out for  
North Delta.
Player Profile: Max Williams
Davie Wong
Sports Editor
 O Salty silver
 O Awkward feminist goes to a hockey game
 O Basketball is back
And more!
öö Up-and-coming winger for the men’s soccer team
INSTITUTION CONF PTS
CAPILANO 1-0 2
VIU 1-0 2
LANGARA 1-0 2
QUEST 0-1 0
COMSUN 0-1 0
DOUGLAS 0-1 0
CBC 0-0 0
MEN’S BASKETBALL
INSTITUTION CONF PTS
CAPILANO 1-0 2
VIU 1-0 2
VIU 1-0 2
CAMOSUN 0-1 0
LANGARA 0-1 0
DOUGLAS 0-1 0
CBC 0-0 0
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
INSTITUTION CONF PTS
VIU 6-0 12
DOUGLAS 4-2 8
CAMOSUN 4-2 8
UFV 3-2 6
COTR 2-4 4
CAPILANO 0-3 0
CBC 0-6 0
MEN’S BASKETBALL
INSTITUTION CONF PTS
VIU 5-1 10
DOUGLAS 5-1 10
CAMOSUN 3-3 6
COTR 2-4 4
CBC 2-4 4
CAPILANO 1-2 2
UFV 1-4 2
WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL
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Coming into the PACWEST Provincial Tournament, the 
women’s soccer team were projected in 
the top two. With a ton of expectations 
on their shoulders, and an abundance 
of individual awards, the Royals went 
into their semi-final game against 
the Capilano Blues brimming with 
confidence. 
Their confidence would serve them 
well as they came out of the gates with 
speed and power. The women muscled 
their way into the Blues’ zone and 
converted on a magnificent shot from 
the Player of the Year, Andrea Perrotta. 
The early lead would be defining for 
the Royals as they went on to dominate 
possession and dictate the Blues’ 
movements during the first half. 
The second half would prove to 
be a bit a drag for the Royals, as the 
momentum of the team came to a 
screeching halt after the Blues would 
find a way to squeeze out the game 
tying goal at the 80th minute. It was a 
heartbreaker of a decision, as the Blues 
scorer looked to be a mile and a half 
offside but was seemingly un-noticed by 
the line judge. 
The goal would send the game into 
extra time. It was there that the Royals 
came back to life after a somewhat 
dreary second half. A gorgeous run by 
Mikayla Hamilton earned the Royals 
a corner kick. Perrotta came up to 
take the corner kick and delivered a 
blistering ball straight to the feet of 
midfielder Taylor Wettig, who blasted it 
into the net. 
The goal would hold over into 
the end of extra time, and the Royals 
would punch their ticket to the National 
Tournament, and the gold medal final. 
While much anticipation was on 
them returning to the National stage, 
there was a lot riding on them going 
into the gold medal match as well. It 
was a chance to defend their title, and 
reclaim it. 
Standing in their way was the VIU 
Mariners, who looked to dethrone the 
Royals. They got the start they wanted 
as a missed interception by the Royals 
resulted in a Mariners goal nearly 20 
minutes into the game. The Royals 
could not crack the Mariner backline for 
the life of them in the first half. 
However, the second half was 
much brighter for the Royals, who really 
pushed through the Mariners’ defence 
nicely. Like the landing of the beaches, 
the Royals came in waves, taking shot, 
after shot, after shot. Unfortunately, 
much like the shots at the beaches, they 
weren’t very accurate, and the Royals 
blundered some good chances. The best 
chance they got was a shot from Andrea 
Perrotta off a free kick that barely 
glanced the bar and went over. 
Miraculously, the Royals also 
managed to hold the lead, with some 
great footwork from Sarah Strelau 
and Sam Kell, as well as Alexa Gazzola 
adding in her fair share. But their efforts 
fell flat, as the Mariners held onto their 
1–0 lead to win the game, sending the 
Royals home with silver in their hands, 
and disappointment in their eyes.
After the game, coach Chris Laxton 
took some time to talk about his team’s 
effort on the field: “After they scored, 
they sat back and we went at them, wave 
after wave, and just couldn’t capitalize 
on some of the chances we created. But 
credit to them, they kept the ball out of 
their net.” 
The men’s soccer team also 
played their tournament this week. 
Their journey was no easier than their 
counterparts. Entering the tournament 
eying a first place finish, but projected 
as a third place finish, the men had an 
upwards journey to get to where they 
wanted. Their first challenge was the 
VIU Mariners in the semi-finals. 
The Royals got off to their 
trademark start, albeit in a dramatic 
fashion. A clattering in the box sent the 
Royals to the mark where Nick Pineda-
Graham missed a conversion. However, 
he would get his just desserts moments 
later, and converted on a scuffle in front 
of the net. Isaac Kyei would help the 
Royals double up on their lead with 
a deafening blast that silenced the 
entirety of the Mariners’ side. 
However, the Mariners would not 
go down without a fight. They scored 
on the very next play, which caught 
the Royals on the flatfoot. Down 2–1, 
the Mariners fought back hard before 
finally being able to tie the game with 
15 minutes remaining. Stifled by their 
opponents, the Royals held on for the 
draw, sending the game to extra time.
The extra half solved nothing, so 
the teams headed to the shootout. The 
Royals looked gutted after their first 
shooter roofed the ball. But VIU made 
the error no team wants to ever make, 
and sent the ball that could win them 
the game over the net. With a chance 
to equalize, Royals goalkeeper Jared 
Horvath came out to take the shot. He 
stunned everyone by delivering a vicious 
blast that blew the game wide open. 
Only five shots later, Juggy Bassi had the 
chance to win the game for the Royals 
in the eighth round. There was absolute 
silence, and then the sound of net and 
screaming as the Royals poured onto 
the field. 
With that win in their hands, they 
too punched a ticket to Nationals. 
However, the gold medal was still their 
focus. The team that stood in their way 
was the Capilano Blues, who looked 
absolutely dominant in their 5–2 
semi-final win over Quest. They were 
dominant, and made sure the Royals 
knew.
Only two minutes after the start of 
the game, the Royals conceded a corner 
kick that led to a goal. A few minutes 
later, the same story. Ten minutes after 
that, and we’ve got a rout on our hands. 
It was 3–0 before 40 minutes. It was an 
impressive feat by the Blues, but one 
that didn’t help coaches Robby Toor and 
Paul Bahia. The team that came out on 
the field from the locker rooms at half 
was much different. 
Unfortunately, as is so common at 
these high level events, tempers began 
to flare. A sending off saw the Royals 
down to 10 men. But the poor fortune 
inspired the squad, and gave them goals 
from Devon Jones and Rajan Purewal. 
Unluckily for them, their poor fortune 
continued, as a second red card saw the 
team down to nine men. Blues striker 
Keith Jackson sealed the deal for both 
teams, and the Blues claimed the gold 
off a 4–2 with.
Salty silver
Davie Wong
Sports Editor
It was not the home opener the Royals wanted. Both teams struggled right 
out of the gates against the Capilano 
Blues, and the team’s uncomfortability 
was their undoing. 
Let’s start with the women, as they 
played first. The team had a fantastic 
start, hammering out 12 points while 
limiting the Blues to 5. But the second 
is where things really fell apart. The 
Royals were roasted for 18 points in 
the second, and 22 in the third as their 
defence just simply collapsed. They 
surrendered 21 points in the fourth 
quarter as the Blues just drove the 
game away from them. 
Overall, there was tons that 
the team just didn’t do. However, to 
nitpick, statistically, they were poor 
shooters. The team shot under 50 from 
the court, and under 60 from the line. 
When you miss that many shots, you’re 
probably going to lose. The team was 
also awful at keeping the ball, giving 
up a total of 33 turnovers, 13 of which 
were opposition steals. 
If there was a bright side to look 
upon, it would be Rachel Beauchamp’s 
performance. Number 23 knocked 
down 15 points for her team and 13 
rebounds on her way to a double-
double.
Coach Steve Beauchamp took 
some time to speak about his team’s 
performance after his first loss in the 
PACWEST. “We had lots on energy 
and played hard, which is what we 
expect. We just didn’t play as smart as 
we needed to be. It’s early in the year, 
as you’ll see stuff get worked out as 
we move along. All in all, I can’t argue 
with the effort we put out there. 
Meanwhile, the men were dealing 
with their own struggles to start the 
season. Under new head coach Joe 
Enevoldson, the team looked strong 
coming out of the gates. Unfortunately, 
the Blues just looked a tad bit better 
throughout the game. They outscored 
the Royals in three out of four quarters 
and at times, just looked like the better 
team. 
Defensively, they struggled to 
contain the Blues stars, and Greet Gill 
managed to put 23 over the Royals. 
Caden Rowland also put in 16 points as 
the defence couldn’t keep track of him 
either. Twenty turnovers and 8 given 
steals gave the Blues an edge they used 
well. And when they couldn’t steal it, 
they just grabbed the rebound and 
pounded that in. In fact, 2nd chance 
points accounted for 20 of the Blues’ 82 
points. That’s nearly 25 per cent from 
poor rebounding alone
Offensively, it was a mess for the 
Royals. They shot from the field for 32 
per cent and only grabbed a measly 
four points off of turnovers. Grant 
Campbell and Malcom Mensah did 
what they could for the team, scoring 
20 and 17 points respectively. Lambert 
Pajayon finished with 14 points, but 
the rest of the Royals didn’t really do 
too much. 
After the game, Enevoldson took 
some time to talk about his team 
played, or rather didn’t play, on the 
court: “We were lazy and effortless 
today. I don’t know why that was but 
that was the case. But we’re going learn 
from it.”
Basketball Blues
Davie Wong
Sports Editor
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öö Women’s soccer takes second 
öö Royals open their season flat
By the time you read this, the United States of America will be less than a week away from choosing the next President. The major nominees 
are Hillary Rodham Clinton and Donald J. Trump. This election has been 
unprecedented in its magnitude, controversy, and history, particularly 
in Trump’s candidacy. Everyone’s got an opinion, and everyone hates one 
candidate a little less than the other. Here, we take you through who these 
candidates really are, and what their plan is to either Make America Great 
Again, or simply keep it great. 
Donald J. Trump
Offi  cially, the election began on March 23, 2015 when Texas Senator 
Ted Cruz announced his candidacy. Along with Trump, 14 other 
candidates were in the running. After massive primary losses, Cruz 
dropped his candidacy on May 4, 2016. Although clashing with 
and distrusting Trump, he eventually endorsed 
him and now campaigns on his behalf. 
Unlike most presidential candidates, 
Trump does not come from a background 
of public service or politics. He was 
born in Queens in 1946 to a wealthy 
real estate family. He graduated 
with a degree in economics, 
avoiding the Vietnam War 
draft through student 
and health deferments. 
Trump spent the next 
several decades continuing his 
father’s real estate business. 
He quickly became one of the 
US’s most recognizable 
obnoxiously rich 
businessmen. 
His 
celebrity was further enhanced by TV cameos and hosting 
NBC’s The Apprentice and spin-off  Celebrity Apprentice. 
Although Trump has never before held political offi  ce, he has held 
political positions and campaigned several times. He ran an unsuccessful 
campaign in 1999 for the Republican nomination, but became a Democrat 
from 2001–08. He hinted at running again in 2012, although later decided 
not to. Trump was an originator of the “birther” movement, fi rst suggesting 
in 2011 that Barack Obama was not born in the US and thus ineligible for 
the presidency. Despite repeated displays of Obama’s birth certifi cate, 
Trump did not formally agree on his birthplace until September 2016. 
Although a large part of his campaign has been about embracing a lack 
of political correctness and saying what’s on his mind, Trump’s statements 
have caused signifi cant opposition, even from within his own party. In 
fact, perhaps no presidential nominee in modern US history has ever been 
more controversial than Donald Trump. His personal gaff es, quotes, and 
image have caused even more controversy than his extreme positions. To 
detail the many controversies he’s been involved with would take up space 
we don’t have room for here, but they include perceived racist comments 
towards Latinos, Muslims, and African-Americans; praising the styles of 
Saddam Hussein, Vladimir Putin, and Kim Jong-un; perpetuating false 
conspiracy theories against Clinton, the “biased media,” and the political 
process; seemingly encouraging an increase in nuclear war weapons and 
tensions; and the leaked tapes detailing him bragging of sexual assault.
In this 2005 video released by the Washington Post on October 7, 
Trump claimed to automatically start kissing women he found attractive, 
and that “when you’re a star, they let you do it […] Grab them by the 
pussy.” The release prompted a massive public condemnation, with many 
Republicans withdrawing support from Trump. In response, Trump argued 
that such statements were merely “locker room talk” and that “nobody has 
more respect for women than I do.” He also pointed out Bill Clinton’s own 
accusations of sexual assault and Hillary’s alleged defence of his actions. 
Despite Trump’s denials of any wrongdoing, 13 women have accused him of 
groping or otherwise inappropriately touching them since the release. He 
has continued to deny the allegations and threatened to sue his accusers.  
At this point, Trump is widely expected to lose the election. As of 
October 29, polls give Clinton an 81.5 per cent chance of winning the 
presidency. For many, the question is not whether he’ll lose, but by how 
much, and what the aftermath will be. Trump himself has suggested 
election results could be rigged due to voter fraud, an issue widely 
regarded to have never been impactful in voting results. 
He stunned audiences with the declaration 
that he would “keep you all in suspense” 
when asked if he would accept the 
election results, later declaring he 
would be accepting “if I win.” 
Trump’s stance on 
immigration has been a 
signifi cant factor in his 
popularity and infamy. 
Perhaps his most unusual 
stance is pledging to build 
a physical wall on the 
US-Mexico border, which 
he claims the Mexican 
government will pay for. 
Trump has also pledged 
heightened enforcement of 
current immigration laws. 
The 2016 presidential election One of his earliest pledges was to put a temporary ban on Muslims entering the US in response to terrorism threats. This was later expanded to become 
a blanket ban on migrants from any country signifi cantly aff ected by 
terrorism, although he has sometimes claimed there would be exceptions.
Trump’s major platforms include a plan to create 25 million 
jobs over the next decade, primarily through “America First” 
economic policies, which involves cracking down on immigrants 
and a free-market economy style featuring even less corporate 
and tax regulation than what is currently allocated.
Other factors of a supposed Trump loss include the further division 
of the Republican Party, perhaps even leading to a total breakup. 
Already distrusting most media networks, Trump has hinted at his own 
channel, “Trump TV.” However, it remains unclear how many would 
be interested in his personal brand following a loss. The Trump brand 
has already taken a signifi cant loss in business due to his campaign.
Hillary Rodham Clinton
In contrast to the multiple Republican candidates, there 
were only two Democrat contenders by the end of the fi rst 
primary: formerly Independent Vermont Senator Bernie 
Sanders and former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton.
Bernie Sanders ran on a platform of criticizing unrestricted banks, the 
Wall Street agenda, and the resulting system hurting the poor in America. 
Despite his underdog status, Sanders went on to win 23 primaries and 43.1 
per cent of the popular vote. Many Americans (and international observers) 
were disillusioned by Sanders’ loss and blamed a corrupt party system. 
Leaked documents showed the party to have a signifi cant bias against 
Sanders. Despite losing, his candidacy resulted in a strong infl uence that 
led to a much more progressive agenda for Clinton and the Democrats. 
He continues to campaign for Clinton/against Trump and has returned to 
work as an Independent Senator, continuing his perceived revolution.
Born in Chicago in 1947, Hillary Rodham (as she was then known) 
has been volunteering for political campaigns since the 1960s. After 
graduating from law school, she fi rst entered politics when her husband 
Bill was elected Governor of Arkansas in 1978. She was eventually thrust 
into the public’s eye when her husband was elected president in 1992, and 
was First Lady of the United States until 2001. Unlike most First Ladies, 
Clinton took an active role in determining her husband’s Cabinet and 
policies. She was widely regarded for her activism and administration 
role, as well as her handling and forgiveness of Bill’s aff air while in offi  ce.
After leaving the White House, Clinton was elected Senator 
of New York in 2001. As expected, Hillary launched a bid for the 
presidential nomination in 2008. Despite performing well in 
the primaries, she lost to Barack Obama—who subsequently 
made her Secretary of State, a position she held until 2013.
From 2013 to April 2015, Clinton ran the non-profi t corporate 
charity The Clinton Foundation along with her husband and daughter. 
The foundation has raised over $2 billion from a variety of donors, 
including international governments, and works to strengthen citizen 
aid and empowerment around the world. Hillary also worked by 
giving speeches, both paid (roughly $200,000 per appearance) and 
unpaid, including some to large corporations and Wall Street. As was 
widely anticipated, Clinton offi  cially declared her candidacy on April 
12, 2015, and subsequently resigned from The Clinton Foundation.
Clinton’s controversies include the unrestricted donations taken 
for her foundation, high-priced speeches paid for by the 1 per cent, and 
most famously, her usage of a private email server in her home during her 
term as Secretary of State. Over 31,000 emails were deleted, of which 113 
were found to contain classifi ed information. She was later investigated 
by the FBI, who declared on July 6 that, although she had used poor 
judgement, no charges would be laid. Despite the clearance, the email 
controversy remains an argument used by her opponents, including 
many liberals, as an example of her untrustworthiness. However, the 
FBI has just announced another probe into newly discovered Clinton 
emails, which could aff ect her numbers going into the fi nal week.
Many of Clinton’s positions are due to Sanders’ infl uence. Her 
platform includes making public college free for families earning 
under $125,000 a year, capping childcare expenses at 10 per cent of 
a family’s income, and a $15 minimum wage. Well-known for her 
progressive past and political pragmatism, she is often criticized for 
embodying systematic politics. Nevertheless, her policies are a sharp 
contrast to Trump’s and signifi cantly less threatening to minorities.
The third parties/other opponents
As with every election, various third party or independent candidates 
will also have their names on the ballots. Libertarian Party nominee 
Gary Johnson appears in all 50 states, as well as the District of Columbia; 
Green Party nominee Jill Stein appears on 45, including DC. With the 
unpopularity of both major party candidates, third-parties are expected 
to receive more votes than in a typical election. It is unlikely that either 
candidate will receive an electoral vote, meaning that their ultimate 
infl uence on the outcome of the election will be minimal at best.
Independent conservative candidate Evan McMullin is polling at 
28 per cent in Utah, tying with Clinton and 7 points behind Trump. It is 
possible that McMullin will win Utah’s six electoral votes, which could 
throw the election to Clinton or Trump in the event of a close race. 
Ultimately, we are looking at a President Trump or another President 
Clinton. One has been politically active and preparing for the role her 
entire life, while the other has used his aggression and outsider status 
to fuel a campaign unlike anything ever seen before. The controversy 
and disappointment involved with this election may lead to record 
low—or perhaps extremely high—turnout. Ultimately, most Americans 
want the same thing: personal and national success, with 
eff ective solutions to major issues facing their society. 
Only time will tell how Clinton and Trump will 
succeed and be remembered by history. 
Or: How did we get here?
By Cazzy Lewchuk, Opinions Editor
By the time you read this, the United States of America will be less than a week away from choosing the next President. The major nominees 
are Hillary Rodham Clinton and Donald J. Trump. This election has been 
unprecedented in its magnitude, controversy, and history, particularly 
in Trump’s candidacy. Everyone’s got an opinion, and everyone hates one 
candidate a little less than the other. Here, we take you through who these 
candidates really are, and what their plan is to either Make America Great 
Again, or simply keep it great. 
Donald J. Trump
Offi  cially, the election began on March 23, 2015 when Texas Senator 
Ted Cruz announced his candidacy. Along with Trump, 14 other 
candidates were in the running. After massive primary losses, Cruz 
dropped his candidacy on May 4, 2016. Although clashing with 
and distrusting Trump, he eventually endorsed 
him and now campaigns on his behalf. 
Unlike most presidential candidates, 
Trump does not come from a background 
of public service or politics. He was 
born in Queens in 1946 to a wealthy 
real estate family. He graduated 
with a degree in economics, 
avoiding the Vietnam War 
draft through student 
and health deferments. 
Trump spent the next 
several decades continuing his 
father’s real estate business. 
He quickly became one of the 
US’s most recognizable 
obnoxiously rich 
businessmen. 
His 
celebrity was further enhanced by TV cameos and hosting 
NBC’s The Apprentice and spin-off  Celebrity Apprentice. 
Although Trump has never before held political offi  ce, he has held 
political positions and campaigned several times. He ran an unsuccessful 
campaign in 1999 for the Republican nomination, but became a Democrat 
from 2001–08. He hinted at running again in 2012, although later decided 
not to. Trump was an originator of the “birther” movement, fi rst suggesting 
in 2011 that Barack Obama was not born in the US and thus ineligible for 
the presidency. Despite repeated displays of Obama’s birth certifi cate, 
Trump did not formally agree on his birthplace until September 2016. 
Although a large part of his campaign has been about embracing a lack 
of political correctness and saying what’s on his mind, Trump’s statements 
have caused signifi cant opposition, even from within his own party. In 
fact, perhaps no presidential nominee in modern US history has ever been 
more controversial than Donald Trump. His personal gaff es, quotes, and 
image have caused even more controversy than his extreme positions. To 
detail the many controversies he’s been involved with would take up space 
we don’t have room for here, but they include perceived racist comments 
towards Latinos, Muslims, and African-Americans; praising the styles of 
Saddam Hussein, Vladimir Putin, and Kim Jong-un; perpetuating false 
conspiracy theories against Clinton, the “biased media,” and the political 
process; seemingly encouraging an increase in nuclear war weapons and 
tensions; and the leaked tapes detailing him bragging of sexual assault.
In this 2005 video released by the Washington Post on October 7, 
Trump claimed to automatically start kissing women he found attractive, 
and that “when you’re a star, they let you do it […] Grab them by the 
pussy.” The release prompted a massive public condemnation, with many 
Republicans withdrawing support from Trump. In response, Trump argued 
that such statements were merely “locker room talk” and that “nobody has 
more respect for women than I do.” He also pointed out Bill Clinton’s own 
accusations of sexual assault and Hillary’s alleged defence of his actions. 
Despite Trump’s denials of any wrongdoing, 13 women have accused him of 
groping or otherwise inappropriately touching them since the release. He 
has continued to deny the allegations and threatened to sue his accusers.  
At this point, Trump is widely expected to lose the election. As of 
October 29, polls give Clinton an 81.5 per cent chance of winning the 
presidency. For many, the question is not whether he’ll lose, but by how 
much, and what the aftermath will be. Trump himself has suggested 
election results could be rigged due to voter fraud, an issue widely 
regarded to have never been impactful in voting results. 
He stunned audiences with the declaration 
that he would “keep you all in suspense” 
when asked if he would accept the 
election results, later declaring he 
would be accepting “if I win.” 
Trump’s stance on 
immigration has been a 
signifi cant factor in his 
popularity and infamy. 
Perhaps his most unusual 
stance is pledging to build 
a physical wall on the 
US-Mexico border, which 
he claims the Mexican 
government will pay for. 
Trump has also pledged 
heightened enforcement of 
current immigration laws. 
The 2016 presidential election One of his earliest pledges was to put a temporary ban on Muslims entering the US in response to terrorism threats. This was later expanded to become 
a blanket ban on migrants from any country signifi cantly aff ected by 
terrorism, although he has sometimes claimed there would be exceptions.
Trump’s major platforms include a plan to create 25 million 
jobs over the next decade, primarily through “America First” 
economic policies, which involves cracking down on immigrants 
and a free-market economy style featuring even less corporate 
and tax regulation than what is currently allocated.
Other factors of a supposed Trump loss include the further division 
of the Republican Party, perhaps even leading to a total breakup. 
Already distrusting most media networks, Trump has hinted at his own 
channel, “Trump TV.” However, it remains unclear how many would 
be interested in his personal brand following a loss. The Trump brand 
has already taken a signifi cant loss in business due to his campaign.
Hillary Rodham Clinton
In contrast to the multiple Republican candidates, there 
were only two Democrat contenders by the end of the fi rst 
primary: formerly Independent Vermont Senator Bernie 
Sanders and former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton.
Bernie Sanders ran on a platform of criticizing unrestricted banks, the 
Wall Street agenda, and the resulting system hurting the poor in America. 
Despite his underdog status, Sanders went on to win 23 primaries and 43.1 
per cent of the popular vote. Many Americans (and international observers) 
were disillusioned by Sanders’ loss and blamed a corrupt party system. 
Leaked documents showed the party to have a signifi cant bias against 
Sanders. Despite losing, his candidacy resulted in a strong infl uence that 
led to a much more progressive agenda for Clinton and the Democrats. 
He continues to campaign for Clinton/against Trump and has returned to 
work as an Independent Senator, continuing his perceived revolution.
Born in Chicago in 1947, Hillary Rodham (as she was then known) 
has been volunteering for political campaigns since the 1960s. After 
graduating from law school, she fi rst entered politics when her husband 
Bill was elected Governor of Arkansas in 1978. She was eventually thrust 
into the public’s eye when her husband was elected president in 1992, and 
was First Lady of the United States until 2001. Unlike most First Ladies, 
Clinton took an active role in determining her husband’s Cabinet and 
policies. She was widely regarded for her activism and administration 
role, as well as her handling and forgiveness of Bill’s aff air while in offi  ce.
After leaving the White House, Clinton was elected Senator 
of New York in 2001. As expected, Hillary launched a bid for the 
presidential nomination in 2008. Despite performing well in 
the primaries, she lost to Barack Obama—who subsequently 
made her Secretary of State, a position she held until 2013.
From 2013 to April 2015, Clinton ran the non-profi t corporate 
charity The Clinton Foundation along with her husband and daughter. 
The foundation has raised over $2 billion from a variety of donors, 
including international governments, and works to strengthen citizen 
aid and empowerment around the world. Hillary also worked by 
giving speeches, both paid (roughly $200,000 per appearance) and 
unpaid, including some to large corporations and Wall Street. As was 
widely anticipated, Clinton offi  cially declared her candidacy on April 
12, 2015, and subsequently resigned from The Clinton Foundation.
Clinton’s controversies include the unrestricted donations taken 
for her foundation, high-priced speeches paid for by the 1 per cent, and 
most famously, her usage of a private email server in her home during her 
term as Secretary of State. Over 31,000 emails were deleted, of which 113 
were found to contain classifi ed information. She was later investigated 
by the FBI, who declared on July 6 that, although she had used poor 
judgement, no charges would be laid. Despite the clearance, the email 
controversy remains an argument used by her opponents, including 
many liberals, as an example of her untrustworthiness. However, the 
FBI has just announced another probe into newly discovered Clinton 
emails, which could aff ect her numbers going into the fi nal week.
Many of Clinton’s positions are due to Sanders’ infl uence. Her 
platform includes making public college free for families earning 
under $125,000 a year, capping childcare expenses at 10 per cent of 
a family’s income, and a $15 minimum wage. Well-known for her 
progressive past and political pragmatism, she is often criticized for 
embodying systematic politics. Nevertheless, her policies are a sharp 
contrast to Trump’s and signifi cantly less threatening to minorities.
The third parties/other opponents
As with every election, various third party or independent candidates 
will also have their names on the ballots. Libertarian Party nominee 
Gary Johnson appears in all 50 states, as well as the District of Columbia; 
Green Party nominee Jill Stein appears on 45, including DC. With the 
unpopularity of both major party candidates, third-parties are expected 
to receive more votes than in a typical election. It is unlikely that either 
candidate will receive an electoral vote, meaning that their ultimate 
infl uence on the outcome of the election will be minimal at best.
Independent conservative candidate Evan McMullin is polling at 
28 per cent in Utah, tying with Clinton and 7 points behind Trump. It is 
possible that McMullin will win Utah’s six electoral votes, which could 
throw the election to Clinton or Trump in the event of a close race. 
Ultimately, we are looking at a President Trump or another President 
Clinton. One has been politically active and preparing for the role her 
entire life, while the other has used his aggression and outsider status 
to fuel a campaign unlike anything ever seen before. The controversy 
and disappointment involved with this election may lead to record 
low—or perhaps extremely high—turnout. Ultimately, most Americans 
want the same thing: personal and national success, with 
eff ective solutions to major issues facing their society. 
Only time will tell how Clinton and Trump will 
succeed and be remembered by history. 
Or: How did we get here?
By Cazzy Lewchuk, Opinions Editor
sports // no. 14 theotherpress.ca
One of the most highly anticipated NBA seasons in the past decade 
has finally begun. But before we indulge 
in the highlights of the first week, let’s 
analyze what moves were made this past 
offseason.
The 2016–17 NBA offseason was 
long, grueling, and full of action. It 
included multiple blockbuster deals 
that will see big names in new jerseys. 
The prominent New York Knicks 
acquired several key players, with 
their most substantial being Derrick 
Rose. As his replacements, the Bulls 
brought Dwyane Wade home to “The 
Windy City” and added a dynamic 
playmaker in Rajon Rondo. In the 
Eastern Conference, the Atlanta Hawks 
managed to acquire star centre Dwight 
Howard from Houston. Last, but 
certainly not least, the Golden State 
Warriors made the biggest deal this 
offseason when they acquired former 
MVP Kevin Durant from the Thunder. It 
was a deal that sent the basketball world 
into shock, because the Warriors are 
the last team to be needing a superstar. 
Their impressive and record breaking 
74 wins in a season made them seem 
invincible. They are even more so now, 
after contracting arguably the second 
best player in the league. The majority 
of basketball fans viewed this move as 
unfair, as the Warriors now come into 
the new season with what seems to be 
an unstoppable team.
Let’s not forget, however, that 
despite their invincible regular season, 
the Warriors ultimately lost in the finals 
to Lebron James and his Cleveland 
Cavaliers. With the addition of Durant 
this new season, the anticipation for 
basketball was immense. Both finals 
teams began their seasons on the same 
note that they ended them. The Cavs 
raised their championship banner 
and followed it with a dominating 
victory over the Knicks, with LeBron 
James putting up a triple double. As 
for the Warriors, they fell to the San 
Antonio Spurs by 29 points in a massive 
performance by runner up MVP Kawhi 
Leonard, who scored a career high 35 
points and highlighted the opening day 
of basketball.
Day two brought even more 
excitement and outstanding 
performances. Every superstar seemed 
to be making a statement for their MVP 
candidacy. Anthony Davis dropped 50 
points and had 16 rebounds despite the 
Pelicans falling to the Nuggets. DeMar 
DeRozan had 40 on the night followed 
up by big man Jonas Valanciunas who 
had 30 himself, collectively lifting the 
Raptors past Detroit. Russell Westbrook 
was one assist shy of a triple double, 
leading the Durant-less Thunder past 
a struggling 76ers team. Finally, to end 
day two, James Harden had himself a 
night, scoring 34 points and passing his 
way to a career high 17 assists.
All of this means one thing. 
Basketball is officially back, with 
stunning performances and superstars 
in different jerseys. Only this time 
LeBron is King, the Warriors are out 
for revenge, and KD has hopped on the 
bandwagon.
Erik Pinto
Contributor
Growing up in Edmonton, it was hard to miss the whole hockey 
thing. I was seven years old when the 
city renamed Capilano Drive to Gretzky 
Drive. Most of my friends were in baby 
hockey leagues. When they printed an 
image of kids playing street hockey on 
the five dollar bill, it looked like the 
street outside my house. 
However, my parents were oddities 
(to say the least), and we didn’t do 
any lessons or sports as kids. I wasn’t 
good at running or climbing or reading 
or talking. The main thing I did to 
entertain myself was make up imaginary 
games, draw pictures, and watch TV. So, 
it wasn’t until I was 16 that I reluctantly 
went to a hockey game. Given my 
anhedonic teen tendencies, I didn’t  
like it.
In my adult life, I’ve sought out 
activities where my sole role is to 
experience pleasure: movies, beaches, 
taxi cab rides, sex, roller derbies, 
campfires. With a healthy dose of SSRIs, 
I was testing the waters of low risk 
fun. Last week, my friend received free 
tickets to a Canucks game. Without a 
second thought, I went with her to sit 
back and be entertained.
The arena was filled with a lot of 
people, and they all paid to be there 
(except us). They wouldn’t let us bring 
in any drugs, weapons, or liquor, so I felt 
vulnerable from the get go. The arena 
wasn’t dissimilar from a club or a petting 
zoo, as we were surrounded by loud, 
jumpy specimen. The men were taller 
than us, on average, but also seemed 
to take up more space just by existing. 
The man to our right spilled beer on my 
friend every time he jumped up, which 
happened a lot. The man on my left was 
best friends with everyone on the team. 
He kept yelling out to them, “Come on 
boys! Come on bros!” It must’ve helped 
because (SPOILER!) we ended up 
winning.
One thing I learned was that you 
shouldn’t go to a hockey game to see hot 
men on ice. You can’t see the specimens; 
they are very far away. Plus, they are all 
wrapped up in their jerseys and gear. 
Nothing is less sexy than a man in an 
overly protective uniform. It does look a 
bit like he is a walking duvet, though, I 
might lay on him. But I likely would not 
lie with him. 
When you did get a shot of a 
player’s face on the mega-tron, it’s all 
rivers of sweat encased in head gear and 
missing teeth. They fiddle with their 
mouth guards using their tongues like 
they’re sucking something, which is a 
bit hot I guess, but mostly just gross.
And lastly, but definitely not least, 
shout out the mini donuts! The best 
part of the game was sharing a bag 
of mini donuts. Mini donuts are one 
of those foods you can only get if you 
drag your ass out of bed and go to some 
damn event. They don’t sell them at 
restaurants or grocery stores, and no 
one knows how to make them in their 
kitchen. 10/10 would recommend the 
Rogers Arena mini donuts. Hockey, 
however, might not be my thing.
Cara Seccafien
Layout Editor
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Awkward feminist goes to a hockey game
öö Leaves with no new appreciation whatsoever
Basketball is back
öö A look into the new NBA season
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Life & StyLe
Have an idea for a story? 
 lifeandstyle@theotherpress.ca
 O Being on brand
 O Eyebrows by Essence and L’Oreal
 O Strange bedfellows may be not so 
strange after all
And more!
Every once in a while, a gem is found on the Internet. It expands your 
knowledge and 
appreciation for 
a subject, and is 
curated by talented 
and passionate 
people. The 
Changing City is 
one such gem. 
This blog acts 
as a continuation 
of the book The 
Changing City: 
Walking Tours in 
Central Vancouver, 
and is curated 
by its authors, 
John Atkin and 
Andy Coupland. 
It showcases the 
exciting world of 
the modern Greater 
Vancouver Area and 
its architectural 
styles—a world 
that is changing 
at a rapid pace. 
From the 
legendary Bing 
Thom’s curved 
glass and wood at 
Surrey Central, to 
the bold black-and-
red apartments 
connected to Emily 
Carr, the blog takes 
an expert and loving 
look at recently 
finished or soon-to-
be-built projects.
The Changing 
City excels at 
showing how 
much change 
is happening 
in Vancouver 
right now. The 
cityscapes in 
Surrey, Downtown 
Vancouver, and 
even Langley 
are shifting and 
growing with a distinctively West 
Coast style. Flowing blue-green glass 
is the iconic Vancouver look, and it’s 
spreading across the Fraser Valley, along 
with bold black-and-red apartment 
facades and pinewood accents on 
office buildings. It’s a dynamic 
environment, and it’s a pleasure to 
read the changes from people who 
know what they’re talking about.
The authors also curate two sister 
blogs. What Was 
There Before? 
compares land plots 
just before and after 
major construction, 
showing how much 
parts of the Greater 
Vancouver Area 
have changed in 
less than a decade. 
Building Vancouver, 
the least active of 
the three, details 
the lives of “...the 
people associated 
with historic 
buildings that can 
still be found today 
in Vancouver.” 
It features such 
major—and now, 
sadly, lesser-
known—names 
such as Chang 
Toy, a prominent 
property developer 
whose work can 
be found all over 
Chinatown, and 
the Oppenheimer 
brothers, who 
greatly affected 
Vancouver’s early 
architectural 
development. The 
blog shows how 
many buildings and 
neighbourhoods 
in Vancouver still 
stand thanks to 
wealthy or inspired 
individuals.
Vancouver 
architecture is in a 
very unique place 
right now. Growing 
more distinct 
with each project, 
while keeping old 
heritage buildings 
intact, architects 
have created a skyline stretching 
from Waterfront to South Surrey 
that has a style all its own. The 
Changing City promises to chronicle 
this style as it develops and 
matures over the next few years.
Vancouver 
architecture brought 
to the forefront
öö Blog covers architecture in a changing city
In a medium sized pot, heat the oil and begin sautéing the onions with 
the rosemary and garlic. Do this until 
the onions become semi-translucent. 
It should take about 10 minutes.
Do a quick splash of white wine 
and add the mushrooms. Sauté 
those for an additional 5 minutes, or 
until the mushrooms have darkened 
to indicate they’re cooked.
Once the mushrooms are cooked, 
add in the stock, as well as some salt 
and pepper to taste, and the canned 
tomatoes. Cover this and let it simmer 
on low heat for about 30 minutes.
In a separate bowl, mix the flour 
and a bit of water until its smooth—it 
should look like milk. Add in the sour 
cream and stir thoroughly. Increase 
the heat to medium and pour the 
flour mixture into the mushroom 
mixture before stirring slowly. Make 
sure everything is evenly mixed 
and there are no clumps of flour.
Serve over boiled potatoes or on 
its own with a few slices of crusty 
bread for additional yum. This recipe 
is perfect if you’re serving people with 
dietary restrictions. It is completely 
gluten free, and if you want to turn 
this recipe vegan, simply use cashew 
non-dairy sour cream and vegetable 
stock. You can either make these 
at home, or buy them in the store; 
it doesn’t make a difference. 
A cold weather staple
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öö Mushroom stew for me and you
Greg Waldock
Staff Writer
Brittney MacDonald
Life & Style Editor
Ingredients:
1 tbsp olive oil
1/3 cup white wine
1 ½ cups vegetable 
or beef stock
1 large white onion (diced)
2 tsp rosemary (chopped)
1 cup portabella 
mushrooms (chopped)
1 cup white mushrooms 
(sliced, chopped or whole)
1 can of peeled tomatoes
2 cloves of garlic (minced)
2 tsp paprika
1 cup of sour cream
2 tbsp flour
life & style // no. 16 theotherpress.ca
Are you looking to class up your act? Do you want to become the type 
of sophisticated that throws dinner 
parties and arranges centerpieces, but 
you’re scared that you’ll lose your edge? 
Have no fear, VH1 is looking to help you 
out with their new lifestyle program 
starring DIY diva Martha Stewart. The 
twist? It will be co-starring Snoop Dogg.
Martha and Snoop’s Potluck 
Dinner Party will feature the long-
time friends organizing and hosting 
a dinner party each week for a few of 
their other famous friends. Like most 
of Stewart’s previous shows, it will 
be unscripted, and it is expected to 
focus on the pair producing the party, 
as opposed to presenting a table side 
discussion with various celebrities. 
Stewart also hinted that there might 
be a competitive aspect to the show 
when she said, “At our dinner party, we 
will exemplify America’s fascination 
with food, entertaining and celebrity 
[…] Martha & Snoop’s [Potluck] Dinner 
Party will redesign the traditional 
food competition shows in a new, 
different, and very funny way.”
As surprising as this team-up 
sounds, it’s not so out of the blue. As 
I said, the pair have been long-time 
friends and Snoop Dogg has had 
repeated guest spots on Stewart’s long 
running talk show, Martha—including 
a holiday episode where Snoop shared 
his signature brownie recipe. Though, 
admittedly, the version he shared 
was probably lacking one special 
ingredient. When asked about his new 
co-star, Snoop replied “…my homegirl 
Martha and I have a special bond that 
goes back. We’re gonna be cooking, 
drinking, and having a good time with 
our exclusive friends. Can’t wait for 
you to see how we roll together!”
In a teaser trailer released to 
US Weekly, the new dynamic duo 
was shown cooking side by side, 
with Stewart mimicking Snoop’s 
unique phrasing after one too many 
cocktails. The show itself is set to 
premiere November 7, 2016 and 
will feature such celebrity guests 
as Wiz Kalifa and Seth Rogan. 
Strange bedfellows may be 
not so strange after all
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öö Preview of the upcoming VH1 show, ‘Martha and Snoop’s Potluck Dinner Party’
Brittney MacDonald
Life & Style Editor
#DOUGLIFE
Share your photos with us on Instagram using the hashtag #DougLife, 
for a chance to be featured in the paper! 
This week’s tweet is by @V_Shillington
Over the creepy-creeps of Halloween? Well, it’s back to 
the same old, same old over here at the Other Press. 
Just finding inspiration in music, and laying out a couple 
addictive tracks as suggested by our lovely staff. You 
can listen to the full playlist by searching “The Other 
Playlist” on Spotify, or by visiting our YouTube channel!
I’m Still in Love with You -  
Sean Paul ft. Sasha (Lauren K.)
Cool Patrol - Ninja Sex Party (Ed)
Coldest Winter - Kanye West (Aaron)
Closer - The Chainsmokers (Davie)
Reflektor - Arcade Fire (Greg)
The Pride - Five Finger Death Punch (Caroline)
Bad Decisions - Ariana Grande (Carlos)
Take You High - Honne (Mercedes)
Long Live the Chief - Jidenna (Brittney)
Bear - The Antlers (Chandler) 
Brittney MacDonald
Life and Style Editor
otherplaylistthe
issue 8 // volume 43 life & style // no. 17
It has been awhile since I’ve covered any brow products in my column, 
and I was ready to dabble in the 
broader spectrum of what’s available 
in the drugstore market. After 
research, the L’Oreal Brow Stylist 
Definer seemed like a winner, and 
I decided to try Essence’s Make Me 
Brow after I was recommended it by 
the beauty consultant at Shoppers 
Drug Mart, who called it a great 
dupe for Benefit’s Gimme Brow. 
Make Me Brow is a tinted eyebrow 
gel that’s described as a 3-in-1, 
because it colours, fills, and shapes. 
The product comes in a small tube 
with a tiny, mascara-like brush. It 
comes in three colours: Blondy Brow, 
Browny Brow, and Soft Browny Brow. 
Because I have very dark eyebrows, 
I purchased their darkest shade, 
Browny Brow. When using it as a gel 
to shape my eyebrows, it made a large 
impact. They looked much neater 
and more structured after I was done. 
It did build them up a bit to result 
in a fuller brow, but I didn’t notice 
any tinting on my own eyebrows.
However, I tested Browny Brown 
on someone with much lighter 
eyebrows, and the tinting made a 
dramatic difference. The eyebrow 
it was used on looked significantly 
darker. For those with lighter eyebrows 
who want to keep them more polished 
without filling them in with another 
product, Make Me Brow is quick 
and easy. If you want to use it to 
set your brows after filling them in 
like I do, it also works very well.
The second product I used was 
L’Oreal Brow Stylist Definer. It is in 
a long, thin pencil type tube, and 
features a very fine point, perfect 
for accurately and naturally filling 
in your brows. You twist the tube to 
reach more product, so there is no 
worry about it dulling or needing 
to sharpen it. The other end of tube 
has a cap with a small brush under 
it to comb the product through 
your brows after and soften it. I 
purchased it in Dark Brunette, and 
it matched my eyebrows well. As 
directed, I outlined my eyebrows 
and then used small strokes to fill in 
any gaps. I ended up with dramatic 
but natural-looking eyebrows, and 
the process was fairly quick.
I really liked both products 
I tried this week, and they work 
great together. However, if I had 
to pick one, I would say Make Me 
Brow for sure. At $3.99 at Shopper’s 
Drug Mart, it is a bargain. L’Oreal’s 
Brow Stylist Definer was definitely 
a winner as well, though, and you 
can buy it for $9.96 at Wal-Mart.
Beauty on a budget:  
Eyebrows by Essence and L’Oreal
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öö Make your brows fierce for Fall
The words “brand” and “branding” have taken on an interesting 
new meaning in the past year 
or so, and it is in part due to an 
evolution in social media. 
Before, connecting on social 
media seemed a lot more cerebral, 
due to the fact that most content 
was text-based. Yes, even early social 
media sites did have photo albums 
or something similar for you to share 
pictures, but that content wasn’t what 
drove you to log in every day. There 
was a base need to connect—meaning 
you wanted to share your feelings and 
thoughts with the world. The reason 
for this differs from person to person, 
as well as from platform to platform. 
Sex has always been at the centre of 
most human interaction, but there was 
also the idea of finding a sympathetic 
ear, as well as a desire to expand 
your social network with people that 
share your interests and hobbies. 
Nowadays, we’re seeing a shift in 
social media. The goal is no longer to 
connect with people, but rather to live 
vicariously through their experiences, or 
allow them to live vicariously through 
yours. To put it very simply, that 
cerebral experience that arose from the 
text-based interaction that I mentioned 
earlier is being replaced by visual 
experiences. This is why visually based 
social media platforms are becoming 
so popular. Apps like Instagram 
are taking over, while social media 
networks like Facebook are becoming 
an after-thought in your daily routine. 
Because your social media is 
now about selling the experience of 
being you, this has driven people to 
start cultivating their online persona 
in very specific ways. This is where 
the “branding” comes in. Users have 
begun treating themselves as a brand, 
something of commercial value for 
public consumption, which in itself 
is not a problem. I mean, celebrities 
have been doing this for ages. Where 
this sort of ideology begins to falter 
is when you mistake this idea of self-
branding with your own sense of self—
in other words, when you mistake it 
for your identity or autonomy. 
Autonomy is defined as “freedom 
from external control or influence,” 
which is impossible for a brand 
because a brand is influenced by its 
consumers. How this relates to personal 
branding is that many adopt a brand-
like mentality when it comes to the 
aesthetics of their content. So, being 
“on brand” simply refers to you being 
loyal to your aesthetic preferences, 
or the aesthetic that is popular. 
Unfortunately, as an individual, if 
you remain too dedicated to your own 
“brand,” you run the risk of stagnation. 
Your identity becomes too attached to 
a way of being and portraying yourself 
that is entirely determined by your base 
following, because they are the ones 
that determine how they interpret the 
content you put out. In essence, your 
“brand” isn’t yours, but is merely how 
other people see you. So if you make 
a change—or go “off-brand”—you run 
the risk of being accused of “selling 
out” or losing some of your base 
following as your identity naturally 
evolves and changes. Fear of this can 
drive people to actively maintain 
certain aspects of their personality 
that gained them popularity, but may 
no longer reflect their current views or 
mood, sometimes to their detriment. 
To give an example, I recently 
attended a party where I met someone 
who follows me, but who I had never 
interacted with despite similar social 
circles. They mentioned both to me and 
a mutual friend that they were surprised 
at how personable and cheery I was 
because my Twitter and Instagram feeds 
are very loner- and macabre- based. 
This experience made me realize that 
the way I was presenting myself outside 
of my writing only portrayed one very 
distinct aspect of my personality, the 
one most affected by my visual aesthetic 
preferences, which lean more towards 
dark and brooding.  These choices, 
when seen completely independent 
of the rest of my personality, paint a 
picture of someone very gloomy and 
apathetic, which I like to think I’m not. 
Taking all of this into consideration, 
I am not advising people to stop self-
branding. Just don’t let your “brand” 
become the only you that people see. 
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Being on brand
öö Self-branding vs. self-identity
Lauren Kelly
Editor-in-Chief
Brittney MacDonald
Life & Style Editor
OpiniOns
Have an idea for a story? 
 opinions@theotherpress.ca
“Spirit animals” (sometimes known as “power animals”) 
are traditional concepts related to 
shamanism and animism in certain 
Indigenous cultures. By those outside 
of these cultures, the term is often 
used sarcastically, or not taken very 
seriously. For some, their spirit animal 
might be a raven or wolf. For some, 
it’s Beyoncé or Michael Jackson.  
The usage has caused controversy, 
with many believing spirit animals 
should be reserved for the significant 
and sacred ceremonies used in their 
original context and culture. The 
results of a Buzzfeed quiz are not the 
same as a deep, natural connection 
with the Earth. Spirit animals are 
totems that serve as guardians. It is 
traditionally believed that one does 
not choose the animal, but rather that 
it is a particular being assigned to 
you, spiritually. Many cultures feature 
some sort of spirit that serves as a 
protector to oneself, but the particular 
animism beliefs do specifically 
pertain to indigenous culture.
I’m a white guy, and it is not 
necessarily my place to speak on 
indigenous tradition, or what is 
considered offensive to a culture that 
is not mine. (In my case, “cultural 
appropriation” would involve Native 
people decimating my people’s land, 
beliefs, and traditions while abusing our 
children and plunging us into extreme 
poverty for generations. It’s the white 
way!) Nevertheless, I’ve done research 
and spoken with friends of Native 
descent. I’ve concluded that, whether 
you’re using it ironically or genuinely 
believe you have a natural connection, 
spirit animals are a universal concept.
Most cultures and religions have 
some sort of similar idea. Spirits 
and beings that guide and control us 
from another place are definitely not 
exclusive to indigenous belief systems. 
For the believer, the concepts being 
universal suggests that there truly is 
something outside of the physical world 
to guide us, and has been revealing 
itself in all of humanity. For the non-
believer (including myself), it merely 
suggests that these concepts originate 
universally within the human mind, 
invented in one form or another 
to find a kinship with nature.
There are a lot of ways to commit 
cultural appropriation: dressing in a 
caricature of ceremonial garments, 
such as a feather headdress, or getting 
a tattoo of symbols from a tribe that 
you are not a member of are only a 
few examples. However, attempting 
to find some harmony in nature (even 
if your harmony happens to be found 
in Taylor Swift) isn’t offensive to 
ancient ceremonies. It’s just finding 
a force that exists inside us all.
 O The undemocratic power of the lesser evil
 O Why will millions of people vote for Donald 
Trump?
 O Give it to me, Daddy, I’m so horny!
And more!
Are spirit animals cultural appropriation?
Cazzy Lewchuk
Opinions Editor
öö Native beliefs versus universal concepts 
When my brother went to college, I was still quite young. Before that, 
my interest in post-secondary education 
had been nonexistent. Soon, however, 
my imagination was ignited by the 
language that my brother came home 
with. He spoke of truth, knowledge, the 
clashing of ideas, and the numerous 
ideologies that had swept across nations 
to change history. I became excited 
for when I could join in the fray. I had 
a voice, and I wanted to be heard. 
My first term at Douglas did 
not disappoint. The variety of ideas 
overwhelmed me. From a Marxist 
geographer to a philosophy teacher 
whom I disagreed with on almost 
every point, I felt I was finally 
involved in the battle for truth. In 
fact, my experience at Douglas has 
been quite good, overall. It is in a 
growing minority of my professors 
that I have noticed something amiss. 
What I allude to is perhaps best 
explained with an anecdote. During 
a class discussion, one of my fellow 
students was arguing from a fairly 
racist position. Halfway through, the 
teacher cut her off with “that’s bullshit.” 
I was familiar with the argument and 
knew its flaws and inconsistencies, 
but my classmate obviously did not. 
By the end of class, she still did not 
know why the argument she had 
made was indefensible, and quite 
possibly neither did the class. 
I am not rallying in support of the 
racist. What I desire is that all ideas, 
whether offensive or not, are allowed to 
be expressed. Professors never outright 
say they don’t want you to take certain 
sides of an argument, but in their 
irritated or shocked reactions we learn 
to keep silent when particular issues 
come up. This is not an environment 
in which rigorous discourse—which I 
believe to be an essential aspect of the 
college experience—can be fostered.
It is fair to ask what the benefit 
is behind allowing this kind of 
discourse. Why bother giving racists 
any platform at all if we know their 
opinions to be unfounded? In the 
words of John Stuart Mill, “the peculiar 
evil of silencing the expression of an 
opinion is [that] if the opinion is right, 
[society is] deprived of the opportunity 
of exchanging error for truth: if 
wrong, they lose, what is almost as 
great a benefit, the clearer perception 
and livelier impression of truth, 
produced by its collision with error.” 
Essentially, if we neglect to engage in 
argument with those we believe to be 
wrong, we will forget our reasons for 
believing what we know to be true. 
I have rarely seen controversial 
ideas presented in post-secondary. 
When contentious issues are brought 
up, we are taught to believe what is 
socially acceptable. There is very little 
room for students to come to their own 
conclusions. I can remember several 
classes in which students and professors 
ridiculed political or philosophical 
stances without ever offering 
counterarguments. The danger of this 
is that if the students in these classes 
are ever challenged on the subject, 
they will not be prepared to engage in 
a serious discussion. In one instance, I 
bungled an answer to a question, then 
admitted I did not understand the 
concept. The professor, surely trying 
to be comforting, responded with “It’s 
alright, you said the right words.” 
So what exactly am I suggesting? 
I want my peers and I to engage 
in rigorous discourse. I want us to 
argue against ideas espoused by 
professors, whether we agree with 
them or not. When you think the 
class consensus is wrong, speak up. 
You might be right. If you don’t think 
the socially acceptable answer is the 
right answer, say so. College should 
be a place where ideas clash and 
the unquestioned is questioned. We 
should not simply have our existing 
beliefs reaffirmed, nor should we bend 
to the authority of our professors 
when their beliefs are unjustified. 
Similarly, I encourage professors to 
push back against the positions of 
their students. It is only through this 
process of argumentation that we can 
hope to come nearer to the truth. 
öö Listen, repeat, believe
Colten Kamlade
Contributor
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Why we’re not getting smarter
issue 8 // volume 43 opinions // no. 19
Two years ago, various streaming services—including Shomi 
and Crave TV—were launched to 
compete with Netflix. Many people 
think that streaming services are the 
future of television and that they 
will replace TV. Recently, Shomi 
unexpectedly announced that it will 
be discontinued on November 30 
because of the television landscape 
and its competitors. Because of this, 
the future of television is changed, 
and TV might be still the same as 
before. The discontinuation of Shomi 
means that half of the shows that 
are on TV are no longer available on 
streaming services, and you may have 
to watch season DVDs or buy the 
episodes on iTunes or Google Play. 
This means that you cannot 
watch NCIS, Hawaii Five-0, New 
Girl, Modern Family, or Family Guy 
on streaming services. Transparent, 
which is a show that a lot of people are 
talking about, will also be unavailable. 
Hopefully, Amazon Prime Video 
will be made available in Canada so 
that you can watch it. If you are a fan 
of The Man in the High Castle, you 
would finally be able to watch it on 
Amazon Prime Video too. There is a 
likely chance that Netflix and Crave 
TV have better offerings than Shomi, 
because Netflix has their original shows 
including Masters of None, Stranger 
Things, and Making a Murderer.
Crave TV claims that they have 
all of the best shows on TV. But that is 
false, because they do not have Game 
of Thrones (which many think is the 
best show ever made), Veep (one of 
my favourite shows) and Breaking 
Bad. They recently announced that 
Showtime is now available on Crave 
TV in Canada, which means that you 
can watch Shameless the same day it 
airs on cable. Many of the great shows 
today are shown on cable channels, 
and most you cannot watch the 
same day on streaming services.
Out of the four major US networks, 
there are only two shows that are 
shown this fall that are great: This is 
Us and Pitch. Many shows today are 
like movies, and if you like to watch 
them, you have to pay more to get the 
channel or streaming service that airs 
it. In the case of Canadian channels, 
there are a lot of great shows this fall 
including Kim’s Convenience, This is 
High School, Second Jen, and Travellers. 
The closest that you can get to watching  
a high quality show is with Masterpiece 
Classic and Masterpiece Mystery on 
PBS. PBS also airs other quality shows, 
including Sherlock and soon, Victoria. 
One of the reasons why cable TV 
will not go extinct is because of live 
shows. Cable is still great for live shows 
because they create excitement, and 
everyone gathers in the living room 
to witness a moment. The Super Bowl 
is the biggest event on TV, and it is 
something that has to be watched live 
on a TV because you don’t want the final 
score ruined for you before you watch 
it. You also cannot wait to see who will 
be eliminated on Dancing with the 
Stars and The Voice. TV is also a great 
platform for live musicals, including 
the live versions of The Rocky Horror 
Picture Show and Hairspray. TV will 
stay the same for a long time, because 
it is the place for live shows. If you like 
to watch high quality shows, you can 
still watch them on cable channels, 
or through streaming services.
In little more than a week, America will vote in one of the most divisive, 
internationally-ridiculed federal 
elections in recent American history: 
Donald Trump versus Hillary Clinton. 
American elections are, at the best 
of times, a choice of the “lesser evil” 
between two candidates, rather than a 
vote for a good candidate. It’s fermented 
a deep cynicism in American politics. 
This election is one of the most shining 
examples of this concept. Donald 
Trump, the loudmouthed reality 
show host who spews increasingly 
racist and sexist things on camera 
every week; and Hillary Clinton, the 
walking embodiment of the corrupt 
American political institution. Many 
in the center, the right, and the left, 
including party Democrats, are 
endorsing Clinton only as a “lesser 
evil” option against the very real 
tyrannical threat of Trump. Business 
as usual, right? Wrong. If there’s one 
thing this year has taught us, it’s that 
2016 is not business as usual at all. 
The greatest advantage that the 
people in a democracy have over 
their leaders is that their leaders 
must bow down to popular demand. 
Politicians must at least appear to act 
in the interest of the general good, 
and occasionally make real change, 
or they lose their votes and thus 
their power. That is not the case in 
this year. The pragmatic “lesser evil” 
mentality has reached its inevitable 
conclusion. There is now a candidate 
so bad, so internationally reviled, so 
humiliating to Americans, that anyone 
who doesn’t support him will be forced 
to choose anyone else, no matter how 
morally bankrupt and unethical. That 
someone is Hillary Clinton. And here 
is the great problem with this year: 
Clinton can pass any pro-corporate law, 
authorize any illegal surveillance, deal 
arms to any dictatorship in the world, 
and she will still win this election. 
As long as she isn’t as outwardly bad 
as the wacky orange Hitler, Clinton 
can get away with almost anything. 
That’s a line no democratic politician 
should be allowed to cross.
Hillary Clinton has that history, 
too. Pulling in millions of dollars 
in donations from banks, acting as 
Secretary of State at a time when 
the state was illegally spying on 
Canadians and Americans, being 
publicly against gay rights until a 
decade ago, then suddenly flipping 
in the 2008 presidential election. She 
is the symbol of everything wrong 
with the American government. Don’t 
get me wrong, though… Trump is 
objectively worse. The only reason 
he isn’t a literal fascist is because the 
military hates him, too. It’s gotten to 
the point where both candidates are so 
bad, so unacceptable, that Americans 
should not accept either of them.
It’s too late to legally choose 
another. Bernie Sanders has stepped 
down, the independents are hardly 
better, and writing “Darth Vader” 
on the ballot just won’t cut it. For 
Americans—and Canadians, if this 
alt-right and corrupt style of politics 
ever crosses the border—the only 
solution is widespread, organized, 
peaceful protests for electoral reform. 
It should have happened months ago, 
it should happen now, but by the time 
it does, it’ll probably be too late. The 
best we can do now is learn from this. 
A politician who doesn’t need to bow 
to voters isn’t a democratic politician.
Streaming services, live shows, and cable
The undemocratic power of the lesser evil
Jerrison Oracion
Senior Columnist
Greg Waldock
Staff Writer
öö The future of television
öö A better choice still isn’t a good choice
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From the perspective of most Canadians, and from millions of 
Americans, the US Presidential election 
is baffling. How on earth did someone 
as evil and stupid as Donald Trump get 
the nomination? Despite his extremely 
low popularity (as of this writing, 
Hillary Clinton has an 85 per cent 
chance of winning), the fact remains 
that at least 30 or 40 million Americans 
will vote for Trump on November 8.
It’s important to make the 
distinction between Trump voters 
and Trump supporters. I’d bet the vast 
majority of people who vote for him did 
not want him to be the nominee, and 
wouldn’t attend a rally or endorse most 
of his hate speech. Trump voters come 
from all areas and backgrounds. There 
are absolutely certain demographics 
(and indeed, ethnicities) that will 
be more likely to vote for him. But 
Trump voters are in every state, from 
every city, and from all walks of life. 
Perhaps most commonly, people 
don’t support Trump as much 
as they support the Republican 
Party, and strongly distrust the 
Democrats and Hillary Clinton. A 
huge part of Donald’s campaign 
has been highlighting Hillary’s 
scandals, failures, and perceived 
untrustworthiness. Many Trump 
voters believe strongly in Trump’s 
promise to appoint conservative 
Supreme Court justices, as well as 
his free-market view of the economy. 
Despite his alarming personality, he 
still advocates for issues supported by 
these tens of millions of Americans. 
On a more distinct level, Trump 
represents an anti-establishment 
point of view. He has embraced being 
an outsider candidate. He claims to 
distrust systemic politicians from 
both parties, to refuse big money and 
foreign influence in his campaign, 
and even to be a champion for the 
common people. He’s gone so far as 
to claim that the entire media and 
Democrat Party are members of a global 
conspiracy. He excites many people 
who are tired of the same old system 
in politics, and are happy to see a force 
challenging them. Many of the people 
who support a celebrity for president 
supported Trump’s polar opposite: 
Bernie Sanders, who inspired millions 
of Americans who are otherwise 
dissatisfied with modern politics. 
Many also feel that, while Trump 
lacks political experience (and indeed, 
basic knowledge of how the system 
actually works), he will be kept in 
check by the experienced politicians 
surrounding him. His Vice President 
Mike Pence will be in charge of most 
domestic and foreign policy. He’ll have a 
Cabinet, advisors, and many Republican 
senators and members of Congress to 
guide him if he takes office. Although 
some of Trump’s views are extreme 
versions of traditional Republican/
conservative values, many of his 
policies are the same as any other GOP 
candidate in the past. Millions support 
the candidate who opposes abortion, 
supports lower taxes, gets tough on 
illegal immigration, and any other 
traditionally conservative viewpoint.
It doesn’t matter how outrageous 
or evil Donald Trump is. In the end, 
he’s still the nominee of one of the two 
major parties. In a two-party system, 
the vast majority of people choose party 
loyalty, or at least what they view as 
the lesser of two evils. The Republicans 
could nominate a random guy plucked 
off the street, a child, or an actual serial 
killer, but as long as enough of the party 
and media gives him support and allows 
him to run a campaign, Americans 
will vote for someone who, at the very 
least, shares a few of their values.
It seems to have come about pretty openly in the last few years. For 
some, it’s a joke, and for some it’s a 
not-so-subtle expression of affection. 
Girls refer to their boyfriends, 
crushes, or otherwise attractive men 
as “Daddy,” clearly indicating they 
want to be his little girl. You know, 
sexually. Nothing implies sex like a 
father and his childish daughter. 
For obvious reasons, it’s pretty 
gross. “Daddy” is paternal and 
something many girls grow up calling 
their actual fathers. The stereotype 
and implication is that girls who call 
their boyfriends “Daddy” have actual 
“daddy issues.” Their fathers never gave 
them enough attention or love, and 
they try to compensate for it with a 
sexual partner. At an even more gross 
and Freudian level, there’s an element 
of “I’m sexually attracted to this man 
in a paternal sense and he reminds 
me so much of my father that I’m 
even going to refer to him as dad.” 
Naturally, most girls (or guys) who 
call their partner “Daddy” probably do 
not actually want to have sex with the 
man who they most likely share 50 per 
cent of their DNA with. It is mostly 
a symbolic thing, just as calling your 
partner “baby” does not imply you are 
sexually attracted to infants. There is 
an entire BDSM subculture known 
as “Daddy Dom/Little Girl” or DDLG 
in which two people assume the role 
of what the title suggests. Dom/sub 
relationships are quite common even in 
a non-BDSM context, and this is merely 
an extension of one person having 
the “power.” There’s certainly nothing 
wrong with sexual practices of any sort 
as long as all parties are consenting.
Nevertheless, calling your man 
“daddy” is still pretty gross in most 
contexts. If you do it in public, you’re 
going to get some looks or silent 
judgement, at the very least. What you 
do behind closed doors is your business. 
But you also wouldn’t point out that 
you like certain positions in public, 
or what phrases you shout. Referring 
to someone as “daddy” probably just 
implies things that strangers would 
rather not think about. They may or 
may not be accurate, but I know I don’t 
want those thoughts in my head.
Personally, if someone called me 
“Daddy” during an intimate situation, 
I’d be uncomfortable and it might 
kill the moment. I may make a lot of 
stupid jokes, listen to Rush, and care 
about you safely getting home at night, 
but I’m not the man who raised you. 
Family members and sexual partners: 
Never shall the two intertwine. 
Harley Quinn, a modern sex 
symbol, wears “Daddy’s Little Monster” 
on her shirt. This past Halloween, 
girls across the nation joined her in 
proclaiming that they too want to 
bone dad, or at least a dad. Hook up 
with a DILF. Shout a paternal phrase 
at the man giving you an orgasm. 
But please, just don’t mention or 
show it where others are likely to hear. 
öö Political mysteries of the modern era
öö Hi, so horny, I’m Dad!
Why will millions of people 
vote for Donald Trump?
Give it to me, Daddy, I’m so horny!
Cazzy Lewchuk
Opinions Editor
Cazzy Lewchuk
Opinions Editor
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Have an idea for a story? 
 humour@theotherpress.ca
The mental health and medical community are at a loss to explain 
Douglas student Jenna Wired’s severe 
anxiety attack, which she suffered 
at 3 p.m. last Friday. It happened in 
the cafeteria, after she chugged at 
least 8 cups of Tim Horton’s black 
coffee in the space of 15 minutes. 
“Everything was going fine,” 
explained Wired to the Other 
Press, still twitching while she 
spoke. “I was finally starting to 
wake up; I was all ready for class, 
then suddenly bam! Everything 
just spiralled out of control!”
“By the time the paramedics 
showed up, her heart was beating 378 
times per minute,” said Dr. Kofi Been 
in a public statement to the press. 
“It was incredible. I’ve never seen 
anything like it. She was vibrating 
so quickly we could barely see her.”
The incident has been attributed 
to several possible factors, the 
first being school stress.
“Severe stress can have a 
remarkable effect on human 
physiology,” said noted psychologist 
Mark Pike. “Humans have been 
known to exhibit feats of superhuman 
strength when placed in emergency 
situations. We all know how stressful 
post-secondary education can be. 
Essays alone… man, I get the sweats 
just thinking about it, even now.”
When asked if Wired’s 
consumption of caffeine might 
have been a contributing factor, 
both Dr. Been and Dr. Pike agreed 
that this was incredibly unlikely.
“I mean, you’ve seen all the 
studies, right?” asked Dr. Been. “It 
only says good stuff about coffee, 
like how a cup a day helps you live 
longer, and how coffee beans have 
antioxidants, and all that. I heard 
you’d have to drink about a hundred 
cups before there are any negative 
effects on your system, and by that 
point the sheer amount of liquid 
intake would probably kill you. I drink 
coffee every day, and I’m old as shit!”
“It’s definitely not about the 
coffee,” said Dr. Pike. “I watched a 
YouTube video about this. Coffee’s 
really good for you! Just like red 
wine and chocolate. These are all 
things that are excellent for your 
health—hell, they’re even known 
to lower stress! And if a small bit 
of a good thing is healthy, then 
shit tons of a good thing is even 
healthier, right? Coffee is not 
to blame for this incident.”
With no answers on the horizon, 
it is likely that Wired’s anxiety attack 
is a mystery that will never be solved.
“It’s just kind of scary to think 
about,” said Wired, a cup of black 
coffee in hand. “Like, I wish there 
was something I could do… some 
habit I could break… something to 
ensure it won’t happen again.”
*This article was sponsored 
by Canadian Coffee Corp.
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Rebecca Peterson
Humour Editor
Student suffers mysterious anxiety attack 
after downing 4.5 liters of black coffee
öö ‘It just came out of nowhere,’ said victim
For some, working five days a week, making frappuccinos eight hours 
a day for $10.85 an hour sounds like a 
nightmare, but for many others, it’s 
a cruel reality. When you work for 
minimum-wage and can barely afford 
food, it’s hard not to be existential. 
Unless you’re about to abolish the wage 
labour system and overthrow capitalism 
(good luck, comrade), minimum-
wage jobs are here to stay. But worry 
not, fellow proletarians! You are not 
suffering alone. We here at the Other 
Press know how you feel, and we are 
here to satisfy your existential dread with 
a list of thoughts you’ve probably had 
working at your minimum-wage jobs. 
So don’t worry, babe, we’ve got you.
1. Why does humankind suffer?
This is the point when you come to terms 
with the fact that we are all different 
types of consciousness trapped inside 
of our very own flesh prisons, living on 
a floating rock, hurtling through space. 
But then you snap back to reality and 
realize the guy in front of you has been 
complaining about the wait time for his 
coffee for 10 minutes and you haven’t 
listened to a single word he said. You tell 
him that life is swift and meaningless, 
and that time is a social construct. 
He demands to see the manager. 
2. God has abandoned us all.
You were probably thinking this when 
you ran out of ice in the middle of 
a rush on a day your workplace was 
terribly understaffed. But not even ice 
can soothe the burn of the bourgeoisie 
exploiting your labour for profit. You 
wonder, “When will my suffering end?” 
Short answer: When your shift ends 
in four hours. Long answer: Never.
3. How could this happen to me?
Unless you were singing lyrics from the 
most popular Simple Plan song, you 
were probably thinking this when you 
got called into work on your only day off. 
You try to tell your supervisor that you 
have too much homework to do and can’t 
come in, but they entice you with the 
promise of free food. They always know 
how to get you. Who needs good grades 
when you have some extra money, right?
4. Why me?
This is usually what you are thinking 
when you remember that all life is 
suffering and suffering is inevitable, 
as it is part of the human condition. 
Or when that creepy old guy you 
hate serving walks in. You just know 
he is going to make you help him 
with his Tinder account again.
5. I am disillusioned with 
the human experience.
Whether it’s because you have been 
working for 5 hours without a break 
or because a group of people walked 
in 10 minutes before closing, you are 
probably pretty pissed right now. But 
then you remember it’s payday today, 
and it almost makes it all worthwhile.
Jessica Berget
Staff Writer
öö Contemplating the truths of life and suffering
Five existential thoughts you’ve had 
working at your minimum-wage job
 O BREAKING NEWS:  
Class ended five minutes ago
 O None of us are getting into heaven, 
only dogs
 O Comics!
And more!
humour // no. 22 theotherpress.ca
In a stunning yet somewhat unsurprising statement on 
Sunday, the Catholic Church 
proclaimed heaven to be off-limits 
to all species, save canines.
“Let’s face it, humanity just doesn’t 
deserve a chance at the afterlife,” 
sighed Douglas College Archbishop 
Reverend J. Carnarvon, in a statement 
to the Other Press on Monday. “There’s 
only so much confession can do for 
us. Only so many Hail Marys. You 
know what I mean? After a while 
you just kind of have to accept that 
we’re kind of a garbage species.”
The Pope explained a dog’s 
eligibility for sainthood and life-
everlasting by expounding upon their 
“unending loyalty, unconditional love, 
and overall sweetness” in a speech 
delivered at the Vatican over the 
weekend. Many Catholics worldwide 
seem to agree with this assessment. 
“I mean, think about it,” 
wrote Catholic blogger 
John Luke-Peter. 
“Would you even 
want to go to 
heaven, if you 
knew it was just 
chock-full of 
people? Sounds 
more like hell 
than anything else. 
Even if we aren’t all 
exactly murderers 
and liars—okay, 
we’re all liars, that’s a 
given—we are all at the 
very least incredibly annoying. I 
don’t want to spend an eternity with 
people who budge in line, or who text 
through movies without dimming 
their phone screen. We don’t deserve 
heaven. Heaven deserves dogs.”
“Well, personally, I think 
it’s absurd,” said cat 
enthusiast and prize-
winning doily maker 
Anna Dobson 
via her YouTube 
channel. “Dogs are 
sloppy, slobbery, 
uncoordinated 
messes with 
emotional 
dependency issues. 
Cats are sleek and 
well-groomed, and 
incredibly elegant. They 
love people in their own 
way. Why should they be left out of 
heaven? And I’m talking about cats 
specifically here, I don’t think that 
anyone’s trying to argue that humans 
should go to heaven. We’ve all kind 
of screwed the pooch on that one.”
(At that moment, one of Dobson’s 
cats jumped on her computer keyboard, 
knocked her camera to the floor, and 
smacked her in the face with its claws.)
“Okay, never mind,” Dobson 
conceded moments later, as she righted 
her camera and pressed tissues to her 
bleeding face. “I love cats, but cats 
are dicks. They’re totally dicks. All 
dogs go to heaven; I get it. No, Felix, 
do not furball on my—goddammit!”
There is no word on how this 
will affect future Catholic masses 
and rituals, but a new rule has 
been passed down by the Vatican 
stating that banning dogs from 
church grounds is an offence 
punishable by excommunication.
None of us are getting into heaven, only dogs
öö ‘Everyone else kind of sucks,’ declares Catholic Church
Rebecca Peterson
Humour Editor
This is the Other Press news correspondent Pete Beckson, 
coming to you live from a fifth 
floor computer lab. Reports are 
coming in from every available 
timepiece in the vicinity, leaving 
us to come to one inevitable 
conclusion: This class did, in fact, 
end five minutes ago, at 9:20 p.m.
“The prof just opened a new 
Powerpoint presentation,” whispers 
student Kerri Awn. She tries to quietly 
start packing up her things, clearly 
hoping the professor will take the 
hint, but he doesn’t seem to notice. 
“I don’t think he realizes what time 
it is. I’m going to miss my bus!”
Many students are starting 
to get nervous in here, glancing 
to one another and whispering in 
small groups. No one seems brave 
enough to point out the time to 
the professor, who’s now beginning 
a lecture on the next chapter of 
the $400 textbook the class was 
told to purchase at the start of the 
semester. There’s a chance we could 
be stuck in here for the next hour. 
“Doesn’t he have somewhere 
to be, too?” asks a student behind 
me. He’s tapping his pen nervously 
against his desk. “Like, I’m assuming 
he has to sleep at some point. Or 
eat. This is a three-hour class and 
we haven’t had a break, I can’t be 
the only one here who’s starving.”
He isn’t. I’m seriously 
considering gnawing my own arm 
off for sustenance, and judging by 
the somewhat horrifying sounds 
coming from the other side of the 
room, at least one of our classmates 
has resorted to cannibalism. 
But look! A brave student 
has put her hand up. Could this 
mark an end to our suffering?
The prof barely glances her way, 
and makes the following statement:
“Please hold all questions 
until the end of class.”
There’s a solid chance that 
we’re all going to die in here. 
If anyone is listening to this 
report, PLEASE come save us. It 
is now 10 minutes since class has 
“ended,” and the situation is getting 
desperate. There are 21 souls in 
this room, all praying for divine 
intervention. I barely have the 
strength to continue this broadcast.
There’s a new development from 
the south-west corner. It appears 
the students there have elected a 
revolutionary leader. A flag is being 
drawn on binder paper and taped to 
a ruler, and a small band of students, 
with desperation in their eyes, 
look ready to overthrow the prof 
and make a break for freedom—
The prof stops speaking, and 
everyone holds their breath.
He issues the following statement: 
“Oh, would you look at that! It’s 
9:35. Class ended 15 minutes ago 
everyone, why are you all still here?”
Students are falling to the floor, 
weeping. The burgeoning revolution 
seems to be utterly squashed by this 
statement. It appears the situation 
has resolved itself. I would stick 
around to gather more information, 
but I gotta get home—How to Get 
Away With Murder is on tonight.
This has been Pete 
Beckson with the Other Press 
news, New Westminster.
BREAKING NEWS:  
Class ended five minutes ago
öö ‘Why are we still here,’ ask many students
Rebecca Peterson
Humour Editor
Unintentionally  
inappropriate  
vintage ads
Lemons? What lemons?
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